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Circulation
Both In City
And In County
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Co. at Warren
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at Sikeston, Mo.

Football
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andings
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Mk. Conference
East Division
W L T Pct. Pts, OP
3 2 0 .610 125 110
3 3 0 .500 106 104
1 2 1 .500 if
1 4 0 .200 100 113
Vs
1 4 0 203 150 139
entre, Division
5 0 0 1 000 177 97
3 3 0 _500 123 101
2 70 .500 1$ SO
4 0 .200 /3 VII
West Division
4 0 1 1 000
4 1 0 .100 134 53
3 2 0 .603 00 /3
1 3 0 .250 34 0.4
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▪
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5 0 0 IMO 152 11
4 1 0 .1033 13.6 07
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1 0 .M0 111 64
1 3 0 .700 44 111
2 3 0 .410 11.6 134
1 4 0 .200 60 IN
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3 1 1 .750 144 109
3 1 0 .750 177 01
3 3 0 .500 107 117
0 5 0 .000 .45 113
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Press international
ling Batters
mat League
G. AB R. H. Pct.
143 560 83 206 .368
118 475 77 166 .349
131 530 80 181 .342
137 564 92 189 .335
125 482 57 159 .330
122 460 59 149 .324
124 437 82 141 .323
138 556 113 178 .320
133 543 73 171 .315
140 565 73 176 .312
ican League
G. AB 11.-el. Pct.
117 459 71 159 .346
135 490 85 158 '.322
123 419 73 130 ,310
132 502 74 155 309
131 513 81 158 .308
137 573 85 173 .302
115 414 56 124 .30(
141 555 78 163 .294
122 442 47 130 294
122 436 53 128 .294
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Oak 26; Scott, HOF
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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, September 11, 1971

Edith, Fern And Ginger
Dominate Weather Scene

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 214

Solid Waste
Unit Discussed
By Fiscal Court

By United Press.international
Older residents of Belize had
Dying, growing, and clinging evacuated to higher ground in
to life, the hurricane-storm awaiting Edith while youngsters
4riumvirate4-Edith, Fern and who did not remember hurriGinger todae dominated the canes of 1955 and 1961 which
weather map of the Americas. killed hundreds, filled bistros
The hurricane clinging to life, off Albert Street with merryEdith, spared
Belize, the making in honor of "Nation
largest city of British Honduras Day."
The Fiscal Court of Calloway and steamed real often through a
from its wrath early today, Today, Edith was over the
County discussed further the process on the truck where
with a sudden shift to the north town of Orange- walk on the
possibility of a Solid Waste mechanical equipment is used to
and little damage sustained in British. Honduras-Mexican bor'Disposal Unit for the benefit of take the garbage out of the bins.
the low-lying city of 40,000, der, still with torrential rains
the Calloway County residents at Representatives from points in
according to Dr. Arnold Sugg, and winds of 75 m.p.h.
the meeting of the court held Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
deputy director of the National "Edith will have 12 to 18
Thursday in the chambers of
and Mississippi have come to see
Hurricane Center in Miami.
hours over land on the Yucatan
Calloway County Judge Robert the solid waste unit in HumFern, now a tropical storm, Peninsula and will weaken, but
0. Miller.
phreys County, Tenn.
kicked up flood tides and rains we give it a 50-50 chance of
K. B. McCuiston, Wayne Flora, Calloway County officials said
of eight to 10 inches in its dying emerging at Merida and the
Martin Young, and Lennis Hale, there is a possibility that the
throes near Corpus Christi, Gulf with the ability to come
all magistrates, Judge Miller, federal government would
Tex.
back-just how strong, no one
County Court Clerk Marvin subsidize a part of the cost if a
Tropical storm Ginger was knows," Sugg said.
Harris, County Attorney Sid solid waste unit of this type could
growing in intensity today some Flooding was reported along
Easley, and Health Center Ad- be established in Calloway
350 miles south of Bermuda. the northern British Honduras
ministrator R. L. Cooper were in County.
Ginger's winds were clocked at coast Friday and first rescue
Humphreys County, Tenn., on
Sign Machine
70 miles an hour and Bermuda teams arrived in the remote
August 18 to inspect the solid
residents were put on alert.
The
Court
voted to buy with the
areas around Cape Gracias on
waste disposal unit in operation
The hurricane and tropical the disputed Nicaraguan-HonCity of Murray a sign
making
in that county.
storms and still another sepa- duran border. Red Cross crews
Court officials said they met machine with the cost to each one
rate weather system in the with tents, medicine, and
with Humphreys County officials, being $247.50. This will be used to
Tampa Bay area of Florida foostuffs for the residents who
TOWIDOWN RUN-The lisory Camity Patriots' Jail.
Waverly, county seat, and were make street and highway signs.
ty
Holland stadium. Henry County scored two times In the
was described as a "fantastic, got the worst of Edith's fury--Puckett with BaBils Jost a slap away
The possiblity with the purchase
shown
-Winn palling out of fk
the equipment, the
second hail to notch the win over the Tigers, 15-7. The loss
wheels within wheels" weather were dispatched to stricken
of
this machine was that the
reach of Murray High's David flagbes (22, on Ms way to the
process,
and
dumping
merited the first time in several years that Murray High lost to a
system stretching from the areas. More than 20 homes
various roads in the
county
Patriots' first score lathe third quarter of last night's game at
operations.
Thisc
special
unit
team
in
from
Paris.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
West Indies to Central Ameri- were destroyed in one town,
that county has been featured on might be marked as to their
ca.
and 40 fishing boats sunk. The
a Nashville, Tenn., television familiar names known to the
Theta Department Will
capitals of
Managua
and
station and the Readers Digest is county residents as roads are in
surrounding counties. This would
Tegucigalpa had not yet asMeet On Monday Evening writing a special feature.
make for more accuracy when
sessed injuries or damage
The officials said trucks
The Theta Department of the
giving directions to someone
completely.
similar
to
those
now
used
by
the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
checking on the residence of a
Fern was dying a slow death
Murray Sanitation
its first meeting of the new club City of
but forecasters issued "not to
Department are used to collect person residing in the county.
was inunediately hit by a Patriot four of these plays and accounted year on Monday, September 13, the waste left
By David Hill
Road Discontinuance
relax" hurricane precautions
at large bins placed
The Court accepted the petition
tackler He threw the would-be for 37 yards. Henry elected to at 7:30 p.m. at the club house, in various
along the South Texas coast.
parts
of
the
county,
The Murray High Tigers tackler off and recovered fraM a kick for their PAT and made the according to Miss Beth Broach, and
Late Friday gusts were still
then brings it to the land fill in the matter of the discondepartment chairman.
hitting 60 m.p.h. just inland dropped their home opener last stumble and raced down the score 15-7.
site where it is dumped and tinuance of a road running
Mrs. Bethel Richardson,
from Corpus Christi as Fern night to a hard-fighting Henry sideline for the score. The extra The Tigers didn't give up,
bureied under six inches of dirt. through the property of Hiram
A hospital publication brings out moved slowly to the southwest. County Patriot team, 15-7.
Riley beginning at the Gob point kick by Chris Clopton was though. Starting from their own general club president, will speak The Calloway
officials said there
the point that Massachusetts has Some highway and beach
The Tiger squad dominated the good for a 7-0 Murray lead.
Mount Olive Road extending
39yard stripe, they took to the air on "Know Your Woman's Club". iS no odor, no flies, and no
burHostesses are Mrs. Lloyd Boyd,
the highest daily hospital costs flooding was expected along first half with strong defense and The two defense battled out the to go all the way to the Patriot 23
ning at the land fill site, on the approximately 300 feet to a new
road known as the Smith Road.
($94.00 a day) in the nation .
that city's coast, but property a hard-hitting offense to hold the remainder of the first half, with yard line before being stopped. Mrs. Robert Hopkins, Mrs. A. L. trucks, or
at the bins throughout
damage was not extensive and Patriots scoreless. Henry County both teams going scorelea‘ Porter McCuiston hit Don Scott Hough, and Miss Martha Guier. the county.
(Continued on Page Eight
The bins are cleaned
Helen and Gary Pugh now live in no injuries were reported.
carne back out in the second leg, Monty Cathey, who had a great twice straight for 37 yards.
Jacksonville, Alabama. Gary
Although stationary, a team however to take over and win. night on both defense and offense McCuiston then tried to slip
opened a Farm Bureau insurance of forecasters predicted Ginger Murray High scored on
the made several key tackles to hold through the line and picked up a
office and Helen runs a business will
become
a
hurricane third play of the game on a back the Patriots. Adam Lanning yard. Again trying for a TD,
known as Helen Pugh Interiors. sometime Saturday and drift fantastic second effort
the McCuiston lobbed the throw into
by David and Mike Ryan paced
She
handles
sculpture, slowly to the northeast or Hughes. Porter McCuiston, defense as well with fine per- the end zone to Monty Cathey
decorative accessories, carpet, north. But no land areas were senior halfback for
off by
Murray, formances. The Tiger defense where it was picked
drapes, furniture and does in- expected to be threatened dropped back to pass,
but has looked exceptionally well in Henry's. Sammy Doyle.
terior decorating. With her through Sunday.
couldn't find his man in the open. both their encounters so far this With 45 seconds left to play, WASHINGTON (UPI)
- Committee Chairman Wilbur D. effective date of some of
ability, we're sure she'll be a
A new tropical depression in Deep in his own territory he out- year.
Henry County put the ball into Chairman George H. Mahon of Mills, D-Ark., as a congression- Nixon's proposed tax benefits.
success. Also with Gary's per- the mid Atlantic was also on rnanuevered the Henry
The Patriots came back strong play from their own 3 yard line. the House Appropriations Com- al power on fiscal matters, said Nixon has proposed making
rushers
sonality, we know that he'll do the charts but showed no and got off the throw
supports
Nixon's
new effective next year increases in
to Hughes. in the second half and on the They got off one play before time mit3ee said today President he
well.
Nixon will have run the nation economic plan but would not
intensification.
Hughes pulled down the pass, and fourth play from scrimmage, ran out.
the personal income tax exempsenior halfback James Puckett This marks Henry County's more than $80 billion deeper in himself have proposed cutting tion and standard deduction.
They live at 901 Et Mt Ave.,
broke loose from his own 42 yard second straight win this year. debt at the end of three years. taxes when the government Nixon's plan emphasizes
Jacksonville, Alabama 36265.
line to run 58 yards for the score.. Last week they downed Dyer- He urged Congress not to add already is running deep in the making more money available
Sammy Doyle slammed up the sburg 25-13. Murray High romped to the red ink with big tax cuts. red.
for consumer spending, creatWe just got a copy of the Purple
The Texas Democrat, second
"It's going to be tempting to ing more jobs and eventually
middle for the two extra points to over Reidland in their season
Martin
Capital
only
to
News of
Ways
and
Means
Congress
give the Patriots a slim one point Opener 36-12. Next week, the
to sweeten that up restoring tax losses. Mills also
Griggsville, Illinois.
and do even more for the supports this approach. But
lead.
Bengals will travel to meet archpeople," Mahon warned. "That Mahon indicated he leans more
Again the defenses took over rival Mayfield High School.
Corby Powers, Governor Nunn's
in my opinion is the great to the idea of cutting governand the two teams battled it out, mil
STATISTICS
HC
bodyguard says "I find it hard to
danger."
trading
punts. A new pass 10
First Downs
ment spending.
13
work 15 hours a day anytime, but
Mills has said his committee
combination, Monty Cathey to 131
Mahon said the administraRushing
Yds.
282
the governor does it all the time".
Porter McCuiston fairly dazzled 131
Yds. Passing
0 Murray State University was will consider temporarily reduc- tion's new $2.8 billion deficit
last night, going for long yardage 262
Tot. Yds.
282 represented at the 54th annual ing individual income tax rates forecast for fiscal 1972 ending
The embalmed body of Eva
with the long pass in crucial 13
Pass Atts.
4 convention of the Association for as well as advancing the June 30 actually will turn into a
Peron which has been buried in a
situations.
Education in Journalism in
real deficit of $35 billion to $40
5
Comp.
Pass
secret place for 16 years, was
The Bengals went into the 1
billion. The total government
Pass Int
1 Columbia, S. C., recently by Dr.
delivered to exiled former dicfourth period, still trailingHortirr, director of jour-1...atie stands-at.1425Yds. Pen.
tator Juan Peron in Madrid last
only one point. With 1:58 left to go 8-0
nalism.
billion.
Fbls.-Lost
2-1
Friday. Mystery surround.s the
in
the
match, however, 4-32
We went into the red about
Punts-Avg.
5-38 Serving as the awards chairsituation and everybody is
Puckettagain hit paychrt from
man for the American Society of The lineups for the men's 18- $12 billion a year during the
denying they had anything to do
the four yard line.
Journalism
School
Ad- hole best-ball tournament at the 60s," Mahon said. "Now we are.
Sigma Department To
with it. Presumably the body of
had
The Patriot machine
ministrators meeting .on the Oaks Country club Sunday are as going in debt at about three
the former First Lady of
campus of the University orSouth follows:
marched from their 37 yard line Have Potluck Supper
times that rate in the 70s.
Argentina was hidden to keep it
Number One Tee
Carolina, Hortin presented the
in nine plays. Puckett carried on
"This is an alarming prosfrom becoming a rallying symbol
A potluck supper is scheduled 26th annual Citation of Merit to
pect. It would
be
most
p.m.-Ira
1
Story,
Lee
Bill
by
the Sigma Department of the Newsday as the outstanding
(Continued on Page Elgin
unfortunate if a contest deveSeale,
Grogan
Don
Jim
and
Bell.
Murray Woman's Club for the suburban daily in the United
loped between the administra1 :07:-Jim
White,
P.R.
opening meeting of the club year States.
tion and Congress over who can
at the club house on Monday, The award cited the publication Ragsdale, Jerry Hopkins and be the biggest Santa Claus."
Rob
Miller.
September 13, at 6:30 p.m.
"in recognition . . . for its atMills at hearings that started
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr., tractive and innovative makeup, 1:14-Dennis Clymer, Danny this week into Nixon's proposals
-department chairman, urges all its lively coverage of a suburban RobOts, smy Morton and Fred proposed greater tax
Kentucky: Severe thunrelief for
The Murray State University
members to attend.
area, and its adherence to high Pogue.
derstorm watch for northern tip
the poor by increasing the
Theatre will present a traveling
1:21-Bobby
Fite,
Purdom
Hostesses are Mesdames Allen standards of professional jourof West Kentucky until 10 a.m.
one-act play, produced and
Lovett, Bill Grasty and Ed $1,000 low-income allowance not
(CDT) otherwise scattered
subject to taxation by as much
directed by students, in area high Russell, Morgan Sisk, Robert nalism."' Morton.
thunderstorms moving
as $250. He endorsed Nixon's
schools the weeks of October 18 Buckingham, Johnny McCage, This citation of merit, 1:27-Bob Brown, Jerry
Upton,
presented in the form of a cerRob Ray, and Z. C. Enix.
southeastward over state today
and 25.
Wally
Ford and Jim Neale. proposed repeal of the 7 per
tificate, was produced at Murray
and ending in the east portion
cent auto excise tax but hinted
Directed by Barbara Fulton of MARGARET SEES PLAY
34-Rudell
Parks, James
early tonight
he might support a flat
Paducah, a senior drama major, EDINBURGH, Scotland State by Gene Miller and the Ward, Ken Adams and
Charles
university printing services.
Generally fair late tonight and
the production will be The (UPI)
Investment tax
credit for
McCuiston.
Britain's
Princess Murray State was approved
Sunday Warm today but a little
for
Worthy Master Pierre Patelin," Margaret attended
business instead of Nixon's twoCollege
the
Number
Ten
Tee
membership in the ASJSA in
cooler tonight and Sunday. Highs
a French classic adapted from a
state -10 per cent now and a
of Mann drama department's 1968.'The journalism program at
today mainly upper ens. news
medieval farce.
1
West
Wild
production
p.m.-J.P. Parker, David permanent 5 per cent a year
of "The the university includes bachelor
tonight mid-50s to low 60s. Highs
Auditions for the nine Taming
later.
the
Thompson,
of
Shrew"
at
the
Macon Blankenship
Sunday upper 7ns to lower 80s.
a( arts and bachelor oi science
characters will be held Sepand
Edinburgh Festival Friday.
Clyde
Roberts. LANDSLIDES KILL 20
degrees and master of arts and
tember 15 at 7 p.m. in the Sock
Extended Forecast
1:07-John White, Thomas
Queen Elizabith's .younger master Oir science degrees.
and'Ruskin clubroom, located in
OWASE. Japan (UPI) Jones, Delmar Brewer and Tom
sister wore a full length gold
the basement of, the fine arts
Twenty persons were known
The
Kentucky
silk embroidered evening gown
Mohon.
extended
dead and 22 others missing
building.
FUND DRIVE
weather outlook Monday through
when she arrived with a party
1:14--Max Walker, Tommy
today following landslides
Other student workers include
Wednesday:
Goodwin, Jim Bryan and R. B.
of 10.
The Murray High In
caused by rains of as much as
Mike Hardy of Washington, Ind.,
Fair Monday with widely
Morgan.
A red carpet had been laid to
Alpha will conduct a house to
scene designer; Christy Lowery
40 inches in 24 hours The slide's
scattered afternoon and evening
the entrance of the Edinburgh
1:21-Nicky
Ryan, T.0 Collie, buried 30 homes in
house canvas Sunday from
Of Waterloo, Ill., costume
this coestal
thundershowers Tuesday and a
Church Hall where the Califor- p.m. to 4:30 p.m. to collect
Yancy Watkins and Jr Story.
town 300 miles southwest of
designer;
and
Steve
Hall,
Wednesday. Slow warming
playing
nia
troupe
is
Mann
1
:
27--Ro
y
Cothran,
money
for
PUDDLE-HOPPING--Patty Greer, 17, a senior
Ben Tokyo.
the Cystic
at Calloway Louisville, stage manager
Monday through Wednesday with County High
director James Dunn met the Fibrosis inundation. Local
Grogan, Ted Lawson and Darrel
School, gets some assistance across a puddle during
The latest landslides followed
highs ranging from the upper 70s rain showers this
princess at the engrance and citizens are asked to please
Dowdy.
week. Holding the umbrella is Allen Cunother rain-caused slides and
This will be the first touring
to the upper 80s and lows from the ningham, 18,
wife,
his
introduced
to
her
1:34-C
hester
Thomas,
donate
whatever
Hill cave-ins that killed 53 persons
they can to
a freshman industrial technology
sponsored
by Caroline, and other faculty
major at Murray 'production
mid Ye to the mid fen
Read, James Washer and
the drive.
State University.
Wednesday, mostly in Chiba
University Theatre
members.
Charles Caldwell
province on the Pacific Coast.

Murray High Falls To Tough
Henry County Last Night 15-7

Mahon Says Nation to be $80
Billion In Debt By Year End

Lineups Listed For
Oaks Club Best-Ball

The Weather

University Theatre
To Present Play In
Murra Area Schools
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGIKIL & TIMES FILL
Deaths reported are Gm. Nance. age It of Cottage Grove,
Tenn., and Mrs. Pay-tan Clara Fraxser Futrell, age 71, of Pans,
Tenn.
The Calloway Crane Oars mimed today for the September
term with Carnet Adige Earl Osborne presiding.
Army Sigts fliboardL Flreete recendy participated in a special
four ewes- fie* unsinsat mortise m Wildflecken, Germany.
Dem A* Grown vas circled worthy matron and Hollie
vortel wain of Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order
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Murray will be host to the sixth annual bench show and field
trials of the tentixty Dam Fox Hunters Assneiation on September 17-20. according to Hall McCuiston, president.
Miss Klara Heilem of Bavaia, Germany, will spend three weeks
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hansfoeld Doran near Lynn Grove.
Her trip is being sponsored by the Kentucky Federation of
Homemakers Clubs.
Dr. Pat Crawford, son of Dr. and Mrs. F.E. Crawford of
Murray, is serving as a surgeon in a tent hospital in Korea.
Births reported this week include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lubye
\reale, Jr.,on September 5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Taylor,
on September 5, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hayes, on September 7,a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William C. Nall on September 9, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jay Miller, on September 7, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Douglass Tucker on September 9, and twin girls to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Evans on September 10.

30YearsAgoThisWee
LEDGER a

Tuns MIA

Murray High School will open September 15, according to
Principal Ed Filbeck. Coach Ty Holland's football team will have
the first game with Gleason,Term., on September 19.
W.H. Brooks, director of the agricultural department of the
Murray Training School, left today with a team of four, cornposed of Mancil Vinson, Charles Lassiter, Galen Thurman, and
H.W. Wilson, to enter the Dairy Cattle Judging event at the State
at Louisville.
Hazel High School senior class officers are Eugene Smotherman, Bill Ed Hendon, Hardeman Miller, Joe Baker Littleton, and
Maurine Steele.
Vernon Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Riley is attending a
specialized school for clerical training in connection with the CCC
at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds, coached by Jim
Moore, will have their first game with Culver Stockton here on
September 22.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Thou shaltshalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor.—
Exodus 21:10.
Lying is not only involved here. Unkind criticisms and slurring
remarks can hurt as deeply. Our endeavor for others should be to
love and lift.
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TODC-314 OLD ElAI.ID TO 021Nti['OWN
The Week in Review

Nixon Delivers Two Talks
On His Economic Policies
By C. W. ORB
United Press International
Everybody still was talking
about the economy this week
and President Nixon talked
twice—in a radio address to the
nation and in a joint session of
Congress.
Nixon, in his congressional
address, said the wage-price
freeze would not be extended.
He said measures of "wage and
price stabilization" would be
needed when the freeze expires
Nov. 13. He did not say what

Redskins Will Be
Hurting Without
Sonny Jurgensen
By SAM FOGG
in hazard the gambles Allen
WASHINGTON (UPI) —for took in obtaining established
the Washington Redskins, the players to make the Redskins a
future which new coach George title contender this year with a
Allen hoped was now may roster larded with defense men
already be gone because of an who played under him at Los
exhibition game injury to star Angeles.
quarterback Sonny Jurgensen.
There's not a rookie on the
Jurgensen, making a tackle squad and Allen has forfeited
after an interception in a game his top draft choices well into
against Miami, sustained a the future to obtain established
broken bone in his left shoulder players he wanted from such
that required surgery. Although championship teams as the
the injury wasn't to his Baltimore Colts, Green Bay
throwing arm, the Redskin Packers, and New York Jets as
passer will be sidelined until at well as the Rams.
least the sixth game of the 14On Allen's arrival in Washgame regular season.
Rushed to the forefront as his ington after five successful
replacement was veteran Bill seasons in Los Angeles, the old
Kilmer, obtained from New Chicago bear defensive coach
Orleans in one of Allen's first found the Redskin defensive
of a multitude of trades. Also shortcomings his most pressing
available was Sam Wyche who problems. In 1970, they were
played
for
Paul
Brown's third worst in the National
Cincinnati Bengals last season. Conference in total defense and
Allen declared his confidence sacking opposing quarterbacks.
in Kilmer as a stand-in for the He immediately dealt away
vital first weeks of the season. eight draft choices overtiaZee
"This is a real test of year period to obtainof
character," he commented on his Los Angeles linebackers,
the setback. "We still are going Jack Pardee, Myron Pottios
to have a team to be proud of. and Maxie Baughan; defensive
Our goals are the same. It's tackle Diron Talbert, guard
here to put together."
Jack Wilbur; and running back
But the Jurgensen injury puts Jeff Arden,

Reports Say Million
Die In Viet Floods

ett

In the same fashion, he
acquired a pair of former
slefensive all-star ends from the
AFL—Verlon Biggs of the Jets
and Ron McDole of the Buffalo
Bills. Manuel Sistrunk, a
second-year man who shows
promise of becoming outstanding, was installed at the other
tackle across from Talbert.
The offense will be basic
Lombardi and justifiably so.
Even without Jurgensen at
the hem, the Redskins present
a potent offensive array.
Leading the running attack is
Larry Brown, who in his second
season topped the league in
rushing with 1,125 yards. Paired
with him is Charlie Harraway,
whose blocking is in the
Lombardi tradition. Bob Brunet, Tommy Mason and Dave
Kopay are on hand to spell
them if needed.
The receivers are equally top
flight. Charley Taylor, recognized as one of the league's
most dangerous break away
runners, has shaken off the
injuries that hobbled him last
year. Jerry Smith, who lacks
blocking
heft but is
an
underring pass catcher, is at
tight end.
As added fire power, Allen
gave away additional draft
choices to the Baltimore Colts
to get fleet Roy Jefferson as his
other
wide
receiver
with
veteran player-coach Boyd
Dowler in reserve.
Center Len Hauss anchors an
offensive line that may have
some soft spots. Wilbur, Ray
Schoenke and Paul Laaveg
share the guard posts while
Jim Snowden and Walt Rock
are the tackles.
The team
has operated
through the preseason exhibitions in spotty fashion, partially
because of injuries to Brown,
Harraway, Talbert and Sistrunk, and
the
lack
of
consistency has become Allen's
chief problem.
"If a team isn't consistent in
its efforts week in, week out, it
won't win," he summarizes.
want a consistent team—a
consistent winner—this year,
now.-

they would be
guerrilla organization escaped.
In his radio broadcast, Nixon Later the Tupamaros freed
said Americans had greeted his British Ambassador Geoffrey
SAIGON (UPI)—Almost three Floodwaters have smashed part
emergency policies with "over- Jackson who had been kidnaped
months of severe flooding in of the dike system protecting
whelming response." He called in Montevideo eight months
North Vietnam has caused the the delta and the city of Hanoi,
for increased productivity ago.
death of one million persons, flooding the streets of the
through new investment, job Searchers went up a mounSouth Vietnam's government capital as well as the countrytraining, management and tain near Juneau, Alaska, to television
said Friday night.
side.
pride by employes in their bring back the bodies of 111
Saigon television did not "The people must be mobiwork.
persons who died when an explain how it had obtained the lized rapidly to rebuild public
Congress met after a vaca- Alaska Airliner 777 crashed. casualty toll,
which would be installations such as schools,"
tion recess and took up the There were no survivors among the
equivalent of 5 per cent of Radio Hanoi said Friday, "and
legislative
portion
passengers
and
seven the Communist nation's popula- where there are many
of
the the 104
difficulPresident's economic package. crewmen.
tion of 20 million.
ties the government will help in
Secretary of State William P. A new 1,375-foot television
Radio Hanoi, although giving the reconstruction."
Rogers asked Japan to revalue tower crashed through part of a no casualty
figures, has itself The broadcast said the Hanoi
its yen and end restrictions transmitter
near described the flood as the worst government will provide 29
building
against U.S. products exported Shoreview, Minn., and killed dkasier
in
the
country's pounds of rice to any person
to Japan. Japanese Foreign seven men.
history, surpassing the famine who lost this month's food
Minister Takeo Fukuda urged
Six men were arrested on and flood of 1945 which records ration because of the floods.
the United States to end the 10 conspiracy charges in the show killed more
than one Emergency programs to plant
per cent import surcharge.
bombing of 10 empty school million.
fast-growing vegetables such as
Joe Cahill, a leader of a wing buses in Pontiac, Mich. Two of Radio
Hanoi said Friday sweet potatoes will be launched
of the Irish Republican Army, the men were identified as key night in
a broadcast 'monitored "in order to ensure food for the
was deported from the United figures in the Michigan Ku here that
the ruling secretariat people and cattle," Radio Hanoi
ADULTS •
--rown111111111
States. He had arrived the Klux Klan.
has put emergency measures said.
week before but was denied
a
ALL SHOWS *.
The John F. Kennedy Center into effect to combat wide- Health authorities already *
entrance because his visa was for the Performing Arts opened spread
food
and
housing have begun setting up mobile
invalid. In Dublin, Irish offi- in Washington.
shortages and outbreaks of centers to dispense treatment
cials detained and then released
Some members of the family disease.
for disease, the radio said, and *DOUBLE
FEATURE*
him.
of the late President attended In addition to the Radio nylon and tar paper sheeting is * STARTS at 2:00 and 7:30 Sat *
Cahill's arm of the IRA has the official opening which Hanoi broadcast, information being distributed for emergency
& Sun The Wildest Nude
claimed responsibility for some featured a performance of about the effects of the
flooding housing construction.
* Shoot Out In Film History *
of the recent strife in Northern "Mass- by Leonard Bernstein. has come from U.S.
Air Force
President Nixon attended the photo reconnaissance planes
It's "The last of the daredevils" Ireland.
NIXON'S NEW ADVISOR
A
tunnel
perforwas dug into a following night for a
in the midst of one of his death
that have flown over affected
WASHINGTON (LTPI) — Dr
defying leaps in the spectacular prison in Montevideo and 106 mance by the National Sympho- areas and other intelligence
Ezra Solomon was sworn in
Fanfare Corporation film "F,vel members of the Tupamaros ny.
sources from the North, said Thursday as the newest memColor
Knievel," starring George
military sources in Saigon.
President
ber
of
Nixon's
Hamilton as the motorcycl The
Saigon television said flood Council of Economic Advisors.
Lighter
Side
stuntman and Sue Lyon as hdamage to roads, bridges and with praise from the President
wife. opening Tonte at
PLUS •
railroads and the mobilization who called him one of the
Cheri Theatre.
of thousands of army and nation's foremost international
militia troops to combat the economists.
deluge has hampered North Solomon is on leave from
The Almanac
BOTH RATED R
Vietnam's war effort. Radio Stanford University. He replaBy United Press International
Hanoi
has said the flooding has ces Dr. Hendrik Houthakker,
Today its Saturday, Sept. II,
Ely DICK WEST
extension have on the stock caused "difficulty" but that
who returned to the Harvard
the 254th day of 1971.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Al- market?
DOUBLE FEATURE Sat &•
trucks carrying supplies and University faculty.
The moon is in its last though massive clarification
* Sun starts at 2:15 & 7:45*
A. "Things at worst will troops south to the war were
quarter.
already has subjected President cease, or else climb upward to
.4 Ultra Violet etc.
continuing to roll.
The
morning
stars
are Nixon's new economic program what they were before."
boom?
Enrollment
Hanoi
Radio
described
floodto an elucidation overkill, there
Mercury and Saturn.
AFL-CIO
does
Q. How
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
The evening stars are Venus, is yet another expert standing Preaident George Meany feel waters as remaining at dangePLUS
rously high level and heavily 50 per rent rise in the number
•
by with an analysis.
Mars and Jupiter
* BEWARE THE BLACK •
of college enrollments over the •
about this?
populated
River
Red
delta
Those born on this day are And so for further much ado
next 15 years ie predicted by * WIDOW
•
A. "He is of very melancholy
we call in our fiscal authority disposition. The anointed sover- where most of the nation's food
under the sign of Virgo.
RATED X
*
•
is produced as being one of the George 11. Brown, director of * 44 BOTH
American short story writer from Stratford on Avon, Wil***** ****•••
the bureau'of the census.
eign of sighs and groans."
affected
severely
areas.
most
0. Henry was born Sept. 11, liam Shakespeare:
Q. By the way, how did the
Q. Mr. Shakespeare, do you
1362.
wage freeze effect you?
believe the President's wage.
On pis day in history
OWE HOUR'SERVICE
A. "Steep'd me in poverty to
In 1777 troops of George price freeze will curb inflation?
lack
of
the
I
sigh
lips.
the very
Washington were badly defeat- A. "As an arrow shot from a
many a thing I sought."
ed by the British in the Battle well-experienced archer hits the
Q. Turning overseas for a
mark For this relief much
of Brandywine
moment, what is the present
thanks."
GOOD MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY ONLY SEPT. 13th, 14th, 15th
situation as regards the interIn 1841 all members of
Q. Some economists say the
national monetary system?
President John Tyler's Cabinet
freeze was too drastic flow
resigned except Secretary of
A. "Chaos is come again."
would you answer that"
State Daniel Webster. They
Q. Nixon puts much of the
A. "Diseases desperate grown
blame on foreign speculators.
were protesting tte veto of a by
desperate appliance are
How would you recommend
banking bill.
relieved, or not at all "
dealing with them?
In 1940 in the early days of Q. Nicely put, sir Secretary
A. "Put in every honest hand
World War 11. Buckingham Connally could hard have
a whip to lash the rascals
expressed
it better But why naked through the world "
Palace in London was damaged
didn't Nixon give his old game
by German bombers.
FREE! Mothproofing—Mileewaproofing
We have shirt laundry Services here!
Q. How did other countries
plan more time to work"
react to the new U.S. tax on
In 1963 all 81 persons aboard
A. "Delays have dangerous
imports'
an Indian Airlines Viscount died
FPI
no NoUlt
ends. We must take to the
when the plane crashed near
A. "A plague of sighing and
current when it serves, or lose
grief. It beggar'd all descripNew Delhi.
our ventures."
tion."
Q. Will additional anti-inflation
•
How will the floating
A thought for today: U.S. controls be necessary after the Q.
dollar effect their currencies?
To/ MOST is Div CtessimL3
poet Ralph Waldo Emerson 90-day freeze period ends?
A. "The weakest-goes to the
said, "Life is not so short but A. -We have scotch'd the
wall God save .the mark."
East Side of Square
that there is always tiroe for snake, not kill'd it."
Q. Thank you, Mr Shakecourtesy."
4. What effect would a frt.eze speare
ONE HOUR SERVIC

....••..,
*neat *******
u‘lt,ieW,._mmg.Nka
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'.ONEMANWOMAN--Another man's field is "liberated"
as Mrs. Sharon Roswell puts the telephone line to rights
in Stuttgart. Ark., for General_ Telephone Company of
the Southwest. She's a full-fledged linemanwoman
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BEAR HUNTERS-Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Crawford, left, and
Mr.
and Mrs. Ronnie Cook, who live near Wingo, are pictured
with
two black bears the two men bagged last week
during a
hunting trip 200 miles north of the U. S. border in Providence

Two Wingo hunters know
how the bear feels after the two
hunters became the hunted in
Canada last week.
The event took place midway
of last week's hunting trip by
Jerry Crawford and Ronnie
Cook of near Wingo in Graves
Co. The two hunters and their
wives had set up camp in the
Canadian woods to hunt bear

near the village of Aubry Falls,
acimi'200 miles north of the
U.S. • Canadian border in the
Providence of Ontario, Canada.
Jerry was the first of the two
hunters to connect when he
bagged a 225-pound black bear
Wednesday afternoon.
Then early Thursday
Morning, the two men were

driving a narrow Ioggint road to
a baited area where they hoped
to spot another bear for
Ronnie. Suddenly, a black bear
cub appeared in the road
ahead. Leaving their Jeep, the
hunters maneuvered into
position ti wait for the larger
bear they felt sure would be
with the cub. When no other
bear came into sight, Ronnie
and Jerry decided to hunt the
nearby bush for the animal.
According to their plans,
Jerry would circle the area to
try to flush out a bear for
Ronnie since Jerry alremly had„
filled his hunting license. Before
Jerry had circled more than a
few feet. he spotted another
cub in the undergrowth - than
another "blackie" cub up a tree
a short distance away. Jerry
called Ronnie and the two men
watched the two cubs on the
ground scamper up another
tree. As they watched, they
heard the cubs whimper.

Suddenly, the two men heard
something else - an unnatural
rustling of low-hanging tree
branches behind them.
Instinctly, Jerry and Cook
swung their 25-08 Remington
rifles toward the sound as they
saw a large black "sow" bear
swinging her head angrily from
side-to-side about 30 yards
behind them. Both men
recognized the Mg= of an
enraged bear apparently ready
to charge. A split-second later,
Ronnie shot and the bear
dropped in its tracks from the
Impact of the 25-08 dug in its
neck.
Then both hunters realized
without a word being said that
the black "sow" bear was the
mother of the cubs the two men
had been watching. The hunterw
knew the mother bear spotted
them too late to warn her cuba.
When the cubs ran up the tree
at the sight of the hunters, the
female bear melted back into
the bush and began her silent
stalk. At the end of her circle,
the female spotted the hunters
and apparently was preparing to
charge from behind when the
swishing tree branches alerted
the men.
Dropping the 400-pound
female bear was the climax of a
successful week's hunting trip
for the Cooks and the
Crawford& The two Wingo
hunters and their wives returned
home from their 1,000-mile
Ontario hunting trip last Friday.
In the jon-boat behind their
four-wheel drive Jeep were
Cook's large female bear and
the 225-pound black bear
bagged by Crawford.
As an interest to hunters and
gun buffs, both hunters

re„lkx-r.:6 ri.\
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College of Agriculture

One day in early summer
when I was a very small and
adventuresome boy, I scaled
the stub of an old, half-dead
sarvis tree that stood at the
edge of the woods on our farm.
Upon tearing the top of the
stub. I was very Dwelt startled
when a-- woodpecker hole
suddenly spouted a shower of
tiny furry.. creatures that glided
oft in all directions- to adjacent
trees. This was my first experience with the southern flying
squirrel whYch, although plentiful in the woodlands of eastern
United States, few people ever
see. Nocturnal in habits,
sleeps all day in some cozy
woodpecker hole, vacant bird
box, or dim attic and, unless
disturbed, ciAmes out only by
night to glide silently from tree
to tree and feed on acorns and
insects. It is particularly fond
of the,-small white grubs that
infest the fruits of the oak.

a small box in the recesses of
its cage of screen Wife on the
porch but, as soon as darkness
descended, would awake and
chase about the cage demanding tO•be released.
Upon being taken into the
house and set free, it would
scale the walls of tit; room to
sail down on furniture and
window curtains or to land
of Ontario, Canada. Crawford's beer weighed about
upon the occupants and search
225-pounds, while Cook's bear weighed about 400 pounds.
their pockets for cracked walStory of the trip is published elsewhere on these sports pages
nuts or soft shelled nuts. It
(Messenger Photo)
enjoyed .being petted and
wpuld go into ecstasies when
gently scratched behind the
ears,. After a few weeks, even
N'when released outdoors at
FRANKFORT (UP!)-Bluegill
dropped a black bear each with
a good bear caliber because of
Barren Lake-Good catches or
night, it would return to its
one neck shot with 25-08
and black bass continue to im- big black bass by casting rocky
Its extremely high velocity and
cage
which was now left open
Remington handloaded rounda.
relatively light slug. Although
prove at Kentucky's lakes as points and around dropoffs with
for its comings and goings.
In answer to a question, the
both Wingo hunters handloaded
water temperatures drop slowly, artificial worms, crappie imwarm
One
two men said they used that
night
about three the State Department of Fish and
their bear loads with a 117-grain
proving around submerged
caliber rifles to prove the 25-08
slug, both Cook and Crawford
months after its capture, it Wildlife resources said today.
brush, clear and stable at 80.
round will cleanly kill black
said they wanted no better bear
came out of its cage, searched
The lake-by-lake rundown:
bears.
Nolin-Good bluegill 1J six feet,
hunting caliber.
each member of the family for
Herrington Lake-Big bluegill
"I had a .308 Norma Magnum
Cook said he was sold on high
fair black bass by casting and
broken
walnuts,
and
after
good
numbers
in
on worms and
rifle in the Jeep," Cook said,
velocity calibers for Jig-game
eating its fill, climbed into the crickets off deep banks and rocky trolling, some limits of trout
"but we did not use it the entire
hunting.
below dam,clear and stable at 78.
tall oaks shading the house. In points, some limits of black bass
trip. Both of us had a lot of
"For instance," Cook said, "I
N
faith in our 25-013s after
the light of the porch lamp, we in jumps and by casting points.
went bear hunting last year in
Rough River Lake-White bass
practicing and experimenting
Canada and put two slugs from
could occasionally glimpse its Clear, stable and 78.
fair by trolling, croppie imwith handloaded rounds for
a large bore, slow-moving .44
Cumberland-Croppie fair to proving at 15 feet around fallen
gliding from tree to tree. Then
months before our trip. We just
magnum all the way through a
good in all sections at 15 to 20 feet, treetops, clear and stable at 78.
suddenly
out
the
of
darkness
wanted to prove the caliber will
black bear and the bear never
there came a faint squeak of black bass fair and improving in
do the job on blacks," he said.
slowed up. We're planning to
4#0
jumps and by still fishing min- Grayson-Black bass good with
plan and terror.
The 25-08 Remington caliber
try the 25-083 on moose
r
Is a relatively new factory load
'The little animal of the nows, some limits of trout below many limits by casting around
whenever we get a chance,"
•-^
dropoffs, fair croppie at eight
which is not usually considered
Cook said.
woods returned no - more, dam, clear, falling, 80.
feet, clear and falling at 78.
•'
• `..1 probably the victim of an owl.
Kentucky-Black bass good on
The gentle little pet may have
Green River Lake-scattered
surface lures and artificial
lived longer had it been loosed
KY. HUNTING DATES
worms, good croppie catches, catches of black bass by casting,
This little animal fascinated- . in the woods when first found.
some white bass off rip rap, croppie spotty around stickups,
SPECIES
early colonists in America who,
OPENS
CLOSES
BALMY
POSS.
catfish excellent and sauger fair clear and falling at 77.
SQUIRREL
AUG. 21
OCT. 31
6
in their writings on the natural
12
Dewey-Fair catches of croppie
below dam, clear, falling and 81.
NOV. 111
C. 31
6
12
and catfish, clear and stable at
history of this new land, reRABBIT
Barkley-Black
NOV IS
bass
good
in
JAN. 31
6
12
ported it "flying thirtie or
QUAIL
NOV. IS
JAM 31
main lake on artificial worms, 78.
50
20
OUSE
NOV. IS
FM. 111
fortie yards on skinny wings
4
good catches of croppie around
Buckhorn-Good bluegill over
DNS
NOV. 13
almost like those of a batt."
NOV.
drop offs in same areas, catfish weed beds, fair black bass by
OCT.
I
OCT. 31 1 Pli-TIAR
By
JACK WOLISTON
But it really does not fly.
fair below dam, clear and stable casting and still fishing minnows,
DK. 1
DfC. 31
Sometimes called "nature's
trout fair below darn, clear and
NEW YORK (UPI)- From at 80.
RJRIMARERS NOV. IS
JAN. )1
Dale
Hollow-Good
falling
glider,"
bluegill
at 79.
sails
it
on
ditty
bag:
the
about
by
DOVE
SEPT 1
OCT
worms and crickets off deep Fishtrap-Bluegill fair, black
stretching the thin, furry mem-Crown Prince Harald of banks, fair croppie at 20 feet, bass improving, clear and stable
brane attached to its sides and
at 78.
legs into a flattened square, Norway had to give a boatyard - clear and stable at 80.
OFFICIAL CENTRAL STANCMARD TIME
making it resemble a miniature mechanic his wrist watch as
security when he borrowed
Dracula. In this shape, it can
pliers to work on his boat at
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chopped down for luel tor the
700 606
706 5..'
O
709
4.16 506
504
1001
6.01
-- The world championship
7,09 609
7.06 '..'
kitchen range.
Not Responsible For Loss Or Accidents
O
7.5
507
6.11 50.
109
O04
'7.01
7.01 • • '
0,61
After a few days in captivi- in the three-year-old Soling
No Drinking Allowed
00. 5.5 500
6.14 3801
1.0 604
1.10
0.69
Class will be sailed Sept. 26ty,
this furry little animal with
5•
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 7.11
501
6.19 2.02
C's ...1
1.10 609
Oct.
.7501
1 on Long Island Sound
enormous soft eyes and loose
5.
6.'0 .01
R. L. ANDREWS
7.10 .70
under sponsorship of SeaJOHN oWut,eNNolEM11
7•E
skin became quite tame. It
Rural Route No. 1
Rural
H NR
wanahaka-Corinthian of Oyster
Hardin, Kentucky 42048
would spend the day hidden in
Benton, Kentucky 42025
Bay, N.Y.

Statewide Fishing Report

1971

Boating

i

WILD COON HUNT
AND BENCH SHOW

WARD - ELKINS
"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
I
MAJOR BUSINESS"
Can

Any Time

753-1933

rillizer
Your Prescription Carefully & Accurately Mk d

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
Bulk Distributor

All Makes of Guns

1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753-4652

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

LIBERTY

Conservation

fry Services here'

is Your
Responsithility-

TAYLOR
MOTORS

MURRAY HOME VA

Super Market
Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

ogo Zenith TVs

Chestnut

Street

iggo Sporting( ,,00th
Mw-ray, Ky

Phone .753-2571

IMSGE
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Colson-Runyon Vows Read
Saturday, September 11

p.m. with Mrs. Vivian Fairrii; an
leader.

The Captain Wendell Oury
The Elm Grove Baptist
chapter of the DAR will meet at
the home of Mrs. Leon Jones at WMS will meet at the6=
eleven a.m. Mrs. Jesse McNutt Mrs. Charles Burkeen at 9:30
a.m.
will give the program.

A vote of thanks
from hard of hearing
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY If I knew Nanette Fabray's address I
would send her an orchid What a wonderful thing she did for
the hard of hearing by writing to you and letting you tell the
world that she has worn a hearing aid for years Bless her'
She is a fine performer, a great lady and a good sport
I wear a bearing aid, too, and I'd like to add, it would
help those of us with a hearing loss if people would not shout
at us They should look at us, and talk directly to us so we
can read their lips more easily Thank you LIP READER
DEAR ABBY You certainly hit close to home when you
ran Nanette Fabray's wonderful letter!
My mother tias been hard of hearing for years, but she's
too vain M admit it. She sits there, pretending to hear, and
sbe's.plligsbeg 75 per cent of what's going on. She wears eye
wont see a doctor about her hearing begismo bat
came alie's afraid be might tell her she needs a hearing aid.
Mearsellie site's 58 and missing a kit because she won't let
ansixidy hi* bier
HER SON

The Tractor Pull, sponsored by
the Murray Jaycees, will be held
County
at the Calloway
Fairgrounds at seven p.m. Those
that paid at the rained out event
on August 21 will be admitted
free.
Temple Hill Masonic Lodge No.
276 will have a potluck lunch after
church services. All members
and their families are urged to
attend.
Sunday, September 12

The Murray Branch of the
AAUW will have
a potluck
supper at the Nursing Education
Building on the Murray State
University campus at 6:30 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
The Quota Club will meet at 12
noon at the Southside
Restaurant_

The Murray-Callowas County
Wednesday, September 15
Shrine Club will have its monthly
The J. N. Williams chapter of
fellowship breakfast at the
the UDC will have a luncheon at
Holiday Inn at nine a.m.
the social hall of the First United
Methodist Church at 12 noon with
Monday, Septembeillt—
..
Mesdames Gladys Scott, B.
The Kirksey School PTA will Melugin, and Hess Crossland as
have a special call meeting to hostesses. The Faith
Doran
discuss purchase of basketball Circle of the church will serve the
warm up jackets and the fall luncheon.
festival at the school at 1:45 p.m.
The Nature's Palette Garden
The Maryleonna Frost Circle of
Club will meet at the Community
Methodist
United
First
the
Center at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
Church WSCS will meet at the
Kenton Miller as hostess. Mrs.
home of Mrs. A.M. Thomas, 803
Eunice, Miller !ill
ShasWa Circlet
."

(Love Studio Photo)

Kappa Department Has Patio Supper
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Cluub held its
first meeting of the year on
Tuesday, Sept. 7, at six-thirty
o'clock in the the evening at the
Clubhouse.
Following the invocation by
Mrs. Prue Kelly, a patio potluck
was served with Mrs. Don
Grogan, Mrs. Kenneth Adams,
Mrs. Jack Baker, Mrs. John Belt
and Mrs. Howard Brandon
serving as hostesses.
Mrs. Bob Billington, Chairman,
presided over the business
meeting and called for committee reports.
Mrs. Tommy Crisp, program
chairman, announced that the
theme of the October meeting
would be "Kappa }Crafts".
Members are asked to bring
handmade articles to be
displayed and auctioned.
Mrs. Richard Knight, project
chairman, reviewed the club's
recent civic endeavor to furnish
books for the depleted Middle
School library. Two thousand
dollars has been borrowed from
the bank and turned over to the
Murray City Schools to cover the
cost of reference books and other
materials. The club intends to
finance this loan through a
Haunted House to be held during
Halloween. The Haunted House
will be open to the public at a fee

Mrs. Roger Dale Runyon
}dm Patsy Ann Cj,tonn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eury Colson,
*Dale Runyon, son of Mrs. C.L. Myers
y, September 7.
The bride is now employed at Kentucky Fried Chicken, Murray.
The groom is a senior at Calloway County High School and is
now employed at the Burger Chef.
Mr.and Mrs. Runyon are now residing in their home on Murray
Route six.

DEAR SON: Ten dm% mod awe to ten you how foolish
your snalheris.Ilat lie vanity ems cost her her life li she
idiesilMag astomande waist
golf
dm Inn est bawd appreeekkig. Please show this to her.
The Almo School PTA will meet
.
may bin.
Thursday, September 18
at the school lunchroom at two
The Home Department of the
p.m.
DEAR ABBY Thank you for printing Nanette Fabray's
Murray Worhan's Club will have
Ladies Steak Night will be at a tea for the Senior Citizens at
letter sayuig she wasn't ashamed to let people know she
the Oaks Country Club.
wears a bearing aid.
two inm. at the club house. Mrs.
Hostesses will be Kathryn Emma Sue Hutson will give the
I am a 15-year-old girl who is very hard of hearing. I had
Outland, Edith Garrison, Linda program.
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper
the measles and a high temperature when I was 3 end have
Hostesses
are
Parker. and Erma Tuck.
Mesdames R. M. Miller, Max presented a talk on Fire Safety to
been wearing a hearing aid ever since. It helps some, but
a Second Grade Class at Carter
not a whole lot I had an operation, too, but that was not
and Annie- Hurt, A. C. LaFollette, and G. C.
Ethel Harmon
Elementary School on Tuesday,
successful
Armstrong Goups of the Easel Ashcraft.
September 7
It is so hard for a person who can't hear to make friends,
Baptist Church WMS will meet at
Abby. In school I hate to ask people to please speak up beThe Chief discussed safety
the church at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
rules in the home with the
cause they start saying, "Oh, don't talk to her--she's deaf!"
Ora Joyce in charge of the
children, reminding them not to
program.
Abby, I'm not deaf, I'm hard of hearing. If I ask someone to
repeat something, they say, "Never mind. It wasn't anything
Church
Baptist
Grove
Elm
important."
WMS will meet at the church at
I sure wish you would tell people who can hear that they
1:30 p.m. with Rev. Earl Warford
Mrs.
NOT THAT LUCKY
M.D.
don't know how lucky they are.
McGinnis,
in charge of the program.
president, presided at the
will
WMS
Church
Baptist
DEAR NOT: One si life's tragedies is being enable to
First
meeting of the Executive Board
meet at the church at nine a.m. of the Almo Parent-Teacher
bear Bat sadder stB1 are those who can hear, but will not
with Mrs. Calvin Morris as Association
listen.
held on Tuesday,
leader.
September 7, at one-thirty o'clock
DEAR ABBY Thank you for publishing Nanette FaSinking Spring Baptist Church in the afternoon at the school.
bray's letter, urging the hard-of-hearing to wear hearing
WMS will meet at church at 7:30 The scripture reading from
aids. Please advise those with a hearing problem to always
p.m.
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8 was by Mrs.
ask to have repeated that which they have not heard. [So
McGinnis with Bro. Terry
many will pretend that they have heard when they have not.]
Walters leading in prayer.
I am a nurse, and on one occasion the doctor instructed his
The Sigma Department of the Plans for the
coming year were
patient in the taking of medication. She did not hear him corMurray Woman's Club will have discussed. Offiners are Mrs.
PORTLAND
rectly, and a tragedy nearly resulted.
at potluck supper at the club McGinnis, president; Mrs.
house at 6:30 p.m. with Howard Busy, vice-president;
What's your problems You'll feel better if you get it off
Mesdames Allen Russell, Morgan Mrs. Paul Hopkins, treasurer;
year chest. Write to %BIM', Box MN, Los Angeles. Cal.
Sisk, Robert Buckingham, and Mrs. Joe Walker, secretary.
WM. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
Johnny McCage, Rob Ray,and Z.
esvelope.
Committee chairmen and coC. Enix as hostesses.
chairmen are as follows:
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abby. Box OM, Los
Mrs. Jerry Stark and Mrs. Ray
Angeles, Cal. SOUL for Abby's booklet. "How to Write LetGene Csaursey, program.
ters far All, Occasisms."
The Theta Department of the Mrs. Wayne
Turner and Mrs.
Murray Woman's Club will meet i James Dale
Hopkins, hospitality.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. withl
Doris Rose was the medalist at Mary Alice Smith and F-s.si Mesdames Lloyd Boyd, Robert Mrs. Larry Woodall and Mrs.
the regular ladies day golf held Caldwell. Rowena Cullam had Hopkins, A.L. Hough, and Miss R.J. McDougal, health and
mental health.
Martha Guier as hostesses
Wednesday, September 8, at the low putts.
Essie Caldwell was the golf
Mrs. Ben Hopkins and Mrs.
Oaks Country Club.
James Futrell, library and
Second low was a tie between hostess for the day.
The Murray Unit of the congress.
Hairdressers arid Cosmetologists
will meet at the Southside Bro, and Mrs. Terry Walters,
Restaurant
at seven p.m. A by-laws and parliamentary
Winners in the ladies' day golf In the upper bracket Jerlene
from Revlon procedure.
make
up
technician
held Wednesday, September 8, at Sullivan was middle man and
program.
will present the
Mrs. Donald Smith and Mrs.
the Calloway County Country Evelyn Jones had low net.
Ned Galloway, safety and
Euldene Robinson was middle The
Club have been announced.
Calloway
County juvenile.
Betty Lowry was the medalist man and Norma Frank had low Genealogical Society will
meet at
and Eleanor Diuguid had low net in the lower bracket.
the home of Mrs. Robert Bowden Mrs. Heyward Roberts and
putts.
Rev. Roberts, character and
at 1:30 p.m.
spiritual.

_ .4.c.c..

Fire Chief Visits Class At Carter

Committees Named,
To Serve For Year
For The Almo PTA

play with matches, to keep trash
picked up, and other measures.
He also discussed fire drill
toutines at school.
Mary Ann Carter is the class
teacher and Andrea Perry is the
student teacher. The children
have been studying fire safety in
relation to their Health Class.

and will include a walking tour of
Halloween horrors.
Each member was asked to
contribute lathes' clothing to be
collected et the October meeting
and sent to Jewel Manor, an
institution for girls, sponsored
by the Kentucky Federation: of
Women's Clubs.
the
Following
business •Ply
Ung, entertainment was
provided by a group of women
from the Music Department of
the the Murray Woman's Club. ‘
sk
Accompanied on the piano by
Mrs. Joe Prince, the group sang
"Scarlet Ribbons," "We Tut
Need Music", "Never Say No",
'Clone to You", "I Say a Little
Prayer", and "What the World
Needs Now".

Tau Phi Lambda
Group Makes Cakes
Members of the Woodmen of
the World Sorority, Tau Phi
Lambda, baked cakes for
hospitalized servicemen at Fort
Campbell.
Sorority members traveled to
Fort Campbell to give the boys a
birthday party.
Visiting the wards and serving
cake and punch were Kathy
Sykes, Jeanie Lamb,- Cynt}iia
Hart, Helen Spann, Loretta Jobs,
Phyllis Sykes, Jo Hale, and Jean

New Concord Pep BlankenshiP
Vs.-Nona niurrt"
,
'„traaied:
Crub ffariVreermg------------`
surgery, URI, malaria, and
Psychiatric patients
The New Concord Pep Club others.
held its first meeting on Tuesday, were served in the recreational
August 31. New officers were hall.
The project was completed
elected as follows:
through the local chapter of the
Cathy Todd, president; Krit American Red Cross.
Stubblefield, ..vice-president; Others assisting in this service
Minds Hurt,secretary; Nix Arm were Treva Grogan, Martha
Osborn, treasurer; Patricia Ahdrus, Melody Jordan, Carolyn
McCuiston, reporter; Lisa Smith, Sexton, Julia Higginbotham,
chairman; Debbie Renfroe, co- Diane Myers, Glenda Singh,
chairman.
Carolyn Parks, Judy Scribner,
The members decided to buy Jean Richerson, Melody Swift,
megaphones and buttons for the Annie Laura Farris, and Betty
Hutson.
Pep Club.
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• Drive-In Window Service
• All Work Is Done On The Premises
and Workmanship Of Our Work Is
Guaranteed

Doris Rose Named As Oaks Medalist

Winners Named At Calloway Golf Day

READ the WANT ADS
Murray
Flying
Service
to Hold

Private Pilot Flight Course
Held At Murray State-University
Applied Science Bldg., Room S101
First Meeting To Be Held
SEPTEMBER 13th - MONDAY, 7 p.m.
Course will include film and lecture on the
following subjects • THEORY OF FLIGHT
• RADIO NAVIGATION • METOROLeGY
• FEDERAL AVIATION • FLIGHT COMPUTOR
• NAVIGATION
REGULATIONS
Price Is $40.00 per person -wife or girlfriend may attend
for 11'2 Prier:

Murray Flying Service
— 489-2414 —

4

Located Central Shopping Center
Across From New Murray Stadium
A Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.

Trousers
Slacks
Swoaters
Skirts (plain)

Tuesday,'September 14
Mrs. James Futrell and Mrs.
The New Concord Parents Club Frank Fennell, preschool.
will meet at the school at 7:30
Mrs. Joe Pat Thweatt and Mrs.
p.m. This will be "Back to Gene
Starks, homeroom.
School" night.
Mrs. Jesse Vincent and Mrs.
The
New
Providence James Miller, .citizenship and
Homemakers Club will meet at internal affairs.
the home of Mrs Eunice Housden Mrs. Kenneth
Starks and Mrs.
at one 'p.m.
Pat Paschall, membership.
Mrs. Donald Dowdy, publicity.
The 13easie Tucker Circle of the
Mrs. Paul Hopkins and Mrs.
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet at the home of Jerry Don Tucker, publicity
Mrs. Ralph Nelson, Doran Road, book.
at 9:30 am.
Mrs. Billy Williams and Mrs
Harold Swift, Founders Day
The Alice Waters Circle of the
Mrs. Jackie Thorn and Mrs.
First United Methodist Church Billy
Schroader, refreshments.
WSCS will meet at the home of
Mrs. Buel Hargis and' Mrs.
Mrs. H. G. Dunn, 1015 Sharpe Hoyt
Cleaver, Jr., kitchen.
Street, at 9:30 a.m.
Attending the Tuesday meeting
The Sinking Spring Baptist were School Principal George
Women will meet at the home of Dowdy, Mesdames McGinnis,
Howard Bury, Joe Walker, Hoyt,
Mrs. Bill Collins at 8:30 a.m.
Cleaver, Jr., Buel Hargis, Harold
The Board of the Murray Quota Swift, Larry Woodall, Donaki
Club will meet at the Southside Smith, Ned Galloway, Frank
Fennell, Ben Hopkins, James
Restaurant at 5 30 p.m.
Dale Hopkins, Jackie Thorn, Ray
— -The First Baptist Church WMS Gene Coursey, James Futrell,
will meet at the church at nine Wayne Turner, Charles Hoke,
a m with Mrs. Eugene Tarry as Kenneth Starks, Pat Paschall,
program leader.
Billy Schroeder, Harold Wyatt,
Jesse Vincent, and Joe Pat ThThe Hazel Baptist Church WMS ,weatt; Bro. and Mrs. Terry
will moor at the church at 1:30 Walters, and Glen Cunningham.

PONTIAC IS NO
deputies form a w
school bus as des
apace. This Michig
perience court-ord

on every dry cleaning order of $5.00 or more
at the regular dry cleaning price.
Expires Sept. 18 1971

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
. CENTER

B

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
OPEN: 7 A.M.-6 P.M.
PHONE 753-9084
Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.

BUT SOME PONTIA
witness fourth grad
Moye, instan

tDAY-SEPTEMBER 11, 1971
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Rising U.S. farm exports
brighten sales abroad
Editor's Note: This is the
first of three articles analyzing
the outlook for increased U. S.
farm exports to Western
Europe
and
Communist
countries in the light of recent
developments.
By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - The announcement in February attracted little public attention:
"U. S. agricultural exports
hit a record $7.2 billion in
calendar year 1970, 21 per cent
above 1989. . ."
A prediction six months later
went equally unnoticed - U. S.
farm exports are expected to
reach $7.5 billion in 1971.
Neither of these totals then or
now will cause any stir in the
American body politic. Yet
they are of the utmost importance to the nation.
At a time when over-all U. S.
trade, the dollar and the
economy are in trouble U. S.
farm exports are expanding.
The two back-to-back records
cap an upward sweep of U. S.
food and grain sales. abroad
that tAginlin thelly.VAOS. A
901kks-4.a-rait in kight.
nillie records take on added
significance now because they
have appeared at a time of
historic change in world trade
patterns.
The European Common
Market is on the threshold of
enlarging from six to an expected 10 members and
simultaneously is throwing up
major trade barriers. Japan is
challenging all countries of the
world
for
commercial
supremacy.
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A\GRICULTURAL OUTLOOK

The United States is bobbing
and weaving, trying to find an
opening into the Communist
China market. U. S. shipping
regulations have just been
eased. And a major new postVietnam era of fierce trade
competition, particularly
. among the United States, the
European Common Market and
1 Japan is about to begin.
' In this context American
agricultural exports are the
brightest part of an otherwise
grim panorama of U. S.
economic prospects. Theroffer
the best hope for immediate
progress.
.
The nub of the problem: for
more than two decades the
United States has spent more

r

II

abroad than It has earned. Das
perennial balance of payments
deficit became particularly
ominous in the first five months
of this year when the normally
favorable balance of trade
portion of the payments picture
began to decline, then went in
the red.
In January, February and
March a record $5.5 billion
payments deficit was recorded.
The balance of trade dropped to
$290 million seasonally adjusted - an annual favorable
rate of only $1.2 billion compared to $2.1 billion last year
and the $3 billion to $7 billion
annual trade surpluses of the
1960s.
In April the situation became
worse. Imports rose 5 per cent
to record levels and exports
dropped 7 per cent, leaving the
United States with its first
monthly trade deficit since
February, 1969. The imports
excess was $215 million.
In May, imports again exceeded exports, this time by
$205 million, bringing the
nation its first two-month trade
deficit In 21 years.
This barometer of deep anil
serious trouble in the economy
underscores the great importance of farm trade, the one
part of the U. S. export performance that is functioning
well, perhaps even brilliantly
in some ways.
A close look at that trade,
making up 16 per cent or more
of a total $41 billion in exports
annually, indicates prospects
are good for major expansion
over the years.
But serious problems will
have to be overcome, too,
particularly with Western
Europe, if the highly competitive
abundance
of
American farms and farmers
is to continue to pay big
dividends.
The European Common
Market has imposed variable
revies on U. S. sales of grain,
poultry, meat, eggs and dairy
products in general, pegging
them at prices that are 10 per
cent higher than their
domestically produced
counterparts.
Another increasingly serious
problem is the preferential
agreements the Market has
negotiated with a number of
Mediterranean and African
nations. This adversely affects

U. S. citrus exports, among
other crops.
Such restrictions have
contributed to a decline in sales
of U. S. farm products to the
Market since 1966, although in
1970, a bad crop year in
Europe, there has been a
temporary improvement.
In Eastern Europe, the
picture is not clear, although
more U. S. farm sales may be
possible because they need
American wheat and feed
grains. All of them are trying to
increase production of meat.
Some Agricultural Department experts feel there is a new
potential for U. S. grain sales to
the Soviet Union also, now that
U. S. shipping restrictions have
been eased. Others disagree.
Instead they see a better
long-range prospect for U. S.
wheat sales to Communist
Clina, which has been a far
more consistent importer of
grain than Moscow.
Meanwhile, in Japan, the
United States has opened the
first billion-dollar market for
U. S. agriculture. In fiscal 1970,
U. S. sales surged to a record
$1.089 billion, up 30 per cent
from fiscal 1969 - all commercial sales for dollars in a
U. S. trade deficit area where
such earnings are particularly
needed at this time.
The future trend in Japan is
promising too.
In the 1960s, farm sales to
Japan rose 243 per cent. There

.,tw,1111.11 ttttttmii.$0.111111,1,111.1

WASHINGTON
W PA:
Two engineers told yesterday of a new coagulant to
soften water that can be
recycled and reused. They
called it "the greatest
breakthrough in water
treatment technology of
this century."
Up intil now, alum was
used- .tgo sollen or clarify
water. But the resulting
alum sludge caused a pollution problem and it was
very difficult to recover
the alum.
Under the new technique, one of the engineers
said that 20 major cities
that soften turbid and hard
waters would be able to
produce 150,000 tons a year
of the coagulant, magnesium carbondate, which
would bring them nearly $9
million annually. at 3 cents
a pound.
The cities would reduce
present treatment costs by
$4 million annually and
solve the sludge problems
simultaneously.
p<CEPTIONAL HELP--Richard Booker, an 82-year-old retired
minister from
The engineers. Drs. A. P.
Lawrencebur
g, works with two temporary residents of Frankfort State Hospital
Black of the University of
and School on a specially-designed relaxation chair for
Florida and C. G. ThompRalph Hayes, former
son of Montgomery, Ala.,
custodian and staff member of the hospital. The three
built the chair for Hayes
presented their papers at
after he was totally paralyzed in a boating accident.
the 182nd annual meeting
(Gary Robinson Photo)
of the American Chemical
Society.
UNREMITTING CRITIC
has been no downturn in that
ascending curve.
But in Western Europe there
is serious trouble on the
horizon. There the United
States is facing major tests of
its diplomatic and negotiating
ability to straighten out trade
issues that are becoming more
complex and difficult every
day.
Next: The coming struggle
with Europe.

WILC BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

= MEMPHIS, TENN. g
I UPI I: Even a promised
investigation hasn t put
E members
local s
of a
4. church in a forgiving
.
ra mood after their Labor
barbecue wast
;:Day
doused by the MemrEusi
if Fire Department.
E Fifty-one
pork should- f.
ers, representing about!'
1600 pounds of barbecue, s
E were ruined when a fire
truck showed up at the
'
E. Greenland Heights Methodist Church Labor Day
carruval-barbecue.
The
truck doused the fire,
along with the meat
!cooking above it because
city ordinances protabijai
= ourside burning wahoutt
E- the
written permission a
of the Fire Department.
-

Shotgun
Shells
in stock
L.

99

Wit
W a., $1 _IC

Be ready for the seises
d Seen low price!

Sears
$1512.IOU

AMD CO

Catalog Sales Office
Southside Center Murray, Ky.

POLYESTER DOUBLE 'KNITS
A Complete Sellout last week, we were able to get another shipment of these fabulous Polyester Double Knits and again
at this unbelievable low, low price! Don't miss this sensational Double Knit Buy! Be there early Monday for best selection!

•

-Matching Stripes and Solids, Checks, Plaids and
Fancies
-Some Slight Irregulars Included in this Group
-Absolutely the Greatest Double Knit Value in
America
-Never berore anywhere such a tremendous Knit
Buy
-Save from $3.00 to $8.00 on every yard.

I.

88
Yd.

* ••••# •••

•/•
OUR ENTIRE STOCK! THOUSANDS OF YARDS FROM
FAMOUS MILLS! REGULAR $3.99 TO $5.99 NEW FALL

BONDED TURBO ACRYLICS
& WOOLENS
soyd9

°users

acks

vectors
arts (plain)

Our entire stock of Finest Quality Bonded Woolens and Turbo
Acrylics now at one low,low price! Thousands and Thousands
of Yards from America's Finest Mills and all now at a fraction
of regular price! First Quality, Full Bolts, 54" wide and
washable!

for

PONTIAC IS NO BONNEVILLE as police and sheriff's
deputies form a wall to keep parents from blocking a
school bus as desegregation school busing moves on
apace. This Michigan city is the first in the North to experience court-ordered busing, and it isn't liking it.

or
Match'em!

Turbo
-"Milliken'. Bonded
Acrylics
-"Hanora" Bonded Woolens and
Acrylics
-"Stevens" Bonded Wool Flannels
-"Carltex" Bonded Woolens

-"Atwood" Bonded Tweed Coatings
-"Chatham" Bonded Acrilan
Suitings
-"Ameritex" Bonded Turbo
Acrylics
many, many others
-and

Every Yard, Every Bolt, brand new
Fall 1971 Patterns and Colors. All
the Newest Fashion Weaves in
bright new Sportswear Patterns

REGULAR $2.99 YD. MACHINE WASHABLE

100% POLYESTER CREPE

No Limit

100 per-cent Polyester Crepe at an unheard of
low price! First
Quality Full Bolts, completely machine washable'
In all the Newest Fashion Colors.

M
O
O
c
,
t
99
101/51yd

204 W. Washington - Paris, Tenn.

Drug Co.

Sporflood

120100 $

FROM OUR OWN MILLS! ANOTHER 4,000 YARDS
- REGULAR $4.99 TO $9.99 YD.

•••

ed

esti.ut Street

Fire is out
but sparks fly

REPEATING A SELL-OUT!!
Monday, September 13th - 9:00 a.m.

f *•

98c

slop DRUG

SACRAMENTO, Calif. UPI)
-Perennial capitol picketer
Robert H. Sinapson,,BasheW • :SP
peace sign Thursday as he was:,
arrested for the 45th 'time.
Simpson prowls the halls of
the Capitol with a sign
criticizing the governor. He
asserts his one-man patrol is
legal lobbying and not illegal
picketing.
Simpson is 91 years old.

-Machine Washable, Tumble Dry,No Ironing
42" to 68" Wide, 1 to 5 yard Sample Lengths
-All the newest Fall Stitches, Weaves and colors
-Every Yard 100 per-cent Polyester Double Knits
-Crepe, Lacoste,()Haman, Boucle' Stitches, etc.
-Yard Dyed Jacquards, Prints, Multi Color
Jacquards, etc.

ping Center
array Stadium
ay Drug Co.
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Big saving seen
in new coagulant

BUT SOME PpNTIAC KIDS aien't concerned at all, as
witness fourth graders Rabin Brosset (left) and Paula
Moye, instant friendship right off the bia.

1.
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COOKING
I
ht..lI: I 21'1111'

Call

-

gab

753-19 16

,,r•="-

-1;-'
By JEANNE LESV.M
UPI Food Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)- Office parties could take on a whole new
meaning with the publication of.a cookbook for the deskboond
set.
Jody Cameron Malls, author of "The Office Cookbook(Tndent), estimates that it can save as much as $250 a year on
lunches.
But who wants to do dishes in the office washroom after
whipping up an omelet or a mixture of dried beef, canned
Spanish rice and soy sauce?
Besides, a cook's secretarial as well as culinary career might-he
cut short if the bows returned to a crumb-topped desk.
Forty-four other specialty cookbooks published recently cover-such wide-ranging subjects as homemade baby food, after-ski and
vegetarian meals. National and ethnic cookery make up the second largest pulp of subjects among the 127 cookbooks scheduled for puhation during the first seven months of 1971. Some
capsule reviews follow:
Recipe,0 for "The Art of Israeli Cooling" (Holt Rinehart
Winston) were selected and edited by Aldo Nahoum, a Tel Aviv
chef. They range from traditional eastern -European dishes such
as gefilte fish (dumplings) to -Oriental Jewish ones such as
dolmades (rice-filled grape leaves). Turkish spiced ketchup and
modern Israeli fare, ineluding stuffed chicken in orange sauce.
"The African Ileritage Cookbook" by Helen Mendes (Macmillan) provides a well-researched, well-written cultural history
of American blacks, plus recipes for some basic soul food, including the pig from ears to tail.
"The Armenian Cookbook" byRachel Hogrogian (Atheneum)
is a delightfully illustrated volume that does more to celebrate
the lamb than anything since the nursery rhyme about 'Mary's
pet. Many recipes include high protein, low-cost chick peas and
nuts. There's even a recipe for lahmajoon, or Armenian-style
pizza.
"Japanese Cooking- by Peter and Joan Martin (tio\bbs-Merrill)
is one of the most comprehensive books so far about'op oriental
cuisine that is beginning to share the,popularity of Chinese food
in the United States. Both include many low -calorie, low-fat
recipes that make wide Use of fish and seafood.
"The Complete Greek Cook Book- by Theresa Karas Yianilos
(Funk & Wagnalls) contains ancient and modern recipes with
titles in both the Greek alphabet and English. The ancient recipes
include roast peacock, roast camel and fried cicadas, or grasshoppers.
"Keep pan covered while cooking so you don't lose them,"
writes Mrs. Yianolis of deep-fried grasshoppers.
-"Clarita's Cocina" by Clarita Garcia (Doubleday): Ingredients
are listed in hard-to-follow paragraph style in an otherwise useful
book that combines classical Spanish fare with some dishes
popular in Spanish-speaking islands of the Caribbean.
"The Martha's Vineyard Cook Booklb_y-Louise Tate King and
Jean Stewart Wexler (Harper & Row) features some of New
England's best cooking. Thrifty Vineyardeis use nature's bounty,
including beach plums, fish, seafood anciWindfall apples.
Sara Walker's "Highland Fling Cookbook- (Atheneum) contains rich but simple recipes, including baked :goods that sound
particularly good. The Scots' reputation for thrift is bolstered by
inclusion of about a dozen main dish recipes using chopped or
stew meat.
"The Ladies Aid Cookbook" by Beatrice Vaughan (Stephen
Greene Press): It was bound to happen. Even women's community groups are substituting packaged, canned and frozen
products for fresh ingredients in some of their cooking for fundraising sales. For instance, cookies made with instant pudding
mix or frozen lemonade concentrate and coffeecake made with
bake-and-serve dinner rolls and commercial jam. Some madefrom-scratch recipes survive but we wonder for how long.
Three more Time-Life Foods of the World books cover eight
cuisines with mixed success. Only dedicated cooks with time on
their hands are apt to attempt many of the French haute cuisine
and African recipes. Curiously, three North African nations are
not in the African book, but in "A Quintet of Cuisines," which
also covers the food of Switzerland, the Low Countries. Poland
and two Balkan nations.

IF THESE
NUTRIENTS BECOME EXCESSNE, TOO
MANY PLANTS GROW.. AND DECAY.
ALGAE CAN BEGIN TO CHOKE THE LAKE,
AND DECAYING PLANT LIFE USES UP
OXYGEN REQUIRED BY FISH. THE LAKE
IS THEN SAID TO BE sEUTROPHIC"
—OR OVER-NOURISHED

OVER MANY
ALL LAKES AND SLOW-MOVING
STREAMS BEGIN LIKE THIS...
WITH A SMALL SUPPLY OF
FISH,PLANTS AND SOME
MICROSCOPIC ORGANISMS.

THOUSANDS OF YEARS THE PLANT
AND ANIMAL LIFE THRIVES ON SUCH
NUTRIENTS AS CARBON, NITROGEN,
PHOSPHORUS AND POTASSIUM.
OVER 15 NUTRIENTS ARE INVOLVED.

THE PHOSPHATE DEBATE

Public, manufacturers
argue about pollution
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON
Everything wens to be more
sophisticated these days, even
arguments over dishwashing
and laundry detergents.
It used to be that Brand X or
Brand Y was better because it
contributed less to -dishpan
hands" or made clothes come
out a "whiter white.
Today government agencies,
and
groups
consumer
housewives are embroiled in
"the great phosphate debate."
The crux of the question is
whether or not phosphates
cause polutin."
After the Federal Trade
Commission tried to force
detergent makers to label
amount of
clearly the
phosphates in their products,
and to admit that . phosphates
are pollutants, the administraticr stepped 'an .svith
words of caution.
An
:idminis,tratfitin
spokesman said that the FTC
should delay the requirement
on warnffig labels because
currently used substitutes for
phosphates "may be more
hazardous than detergents with
phosphates."
The pending FTC rule will
require manufacturers to list
prominently on package labels
all ingredients by common
percentage.
and
weight
Detergents with phosphates
would require this warning:
"Each recommended use
level of this product contains - grams of phosphorous,
which contributes to water
pollution. Do not use in excess.
In soft water areas, use of
phosphates is not necessary."
The FTC is not the only

agency to get after the
detergent makers.
The Food and Drug Administration recently ordered a
number of marnifactirers of
laundry and dishwashing
detergents to improve their
labeling to warn of possible eye
and skin irritations that could
be caused from detergents,
both low-phosphate and nonphosphate variety.
The manufacturers have
agreed to this edict and are
going along with the changes in
labeling.
However, there is much more
resistance on the pollution
score.
The industry contention is
that "pollution" has not been
well enough defined. They
contend that society is going to
have to put up with a degree of
pollution or contamination of
rivers and lakes if society
wants its clothes and dishes to
come clean.
Some two billion pounds of
detergents, a major source of
phosphates, are used annually
in the United States.
This "dishwater- and
"laundry water" is flushed into
drainage systems that flow into
rivers and lakes to cause
"pollution."
What is actually caused by
massive introduction of various
nutrients to river andlake beds
is
a
process
called
''eutrophication."
The end result of the process
is that the waterways become
"dead" or "severely polluted."
Parts of the Chesapeake Bay
around Baltimore and the
upper Potomac River near
Washington, D. C., are judged
or "severely
poeB
'.
Iul tredgP.ianct
But
-manufacturers of

laundry detergents claim that
phosphates are not the only
villains in the great pollution
scene, and that eutrophication
is not "pollution."
While the debate rages,
some state legislative bodies
have acted more swiftly than
the federal government.
state
The
California
Assembly, for example, on
June 11 this year approved a
ban on the manufacture or sale
in the state of any soap or
detergent containing phosphate
beginning in 1975.
Other states are threatening
to follow California's example.
During recent Federal Trade
Commission hearings on the
subject, several environmental
urged similar
scientists
caution.
Dr. Jesse L. Steinfeld, U. S.
surgeon general, expressed
concern that "the danger that
the national outcry over levels
of phosphates in detergents will
become so great as to obscure
the health and environmental
impact of alternatives to
phosphates."
The major points stressed by
environmentalists during the
April hearings were- Nonphosphate detergents
are highly alkaline and constitute a serious toxic hazard in
the home.
- High sanitation standards

in food-processing industries
may deteriorate if the use of
phosphate
detergents is
restricted.
- Nonphosphates contain
harsh, abrasive materials that
shorten the life of garment:
and washing equipment.
- There is no proof that
eutrophication
will
be
significantly reduced through
restrictions,, on phosphate

aetergents.

"Independent" experts
brought forward by detergent
manufacturers stress the
necessity for clarifying a
dangerous, widespread
misconception. Phosphate
compounds are not pollutants
nor are they poisonous according to a background memo
on the subject prepared by soap
maker Procter and Gamble.
Quite the contrary, the memo
says phosphorous is a nutrient
that is essential to life. It is one
of the several elements that
enable plants to grow in water.
Four points were emphasized
by the detergent "lobby"
during the FTC hearings:
- Ecology begins in the
home. Phosphate detergents
are completely safe. In sharp
contrast, the high alkalinity of
many other products constitutes a serious hazard in the
home.
- High sanitation standards
in food-processing industries
will deteriorate, with a
resultant rise in food-borne
diseases, if the use of
phosphate
detergents
is
restricted.
The public's health also will
be endangered
by
the
disruption of sanitary practices
in restaurants. hospitals.

ELTTROPHICATION CAN BE RETARDED
BY EFFECTIVE MUNICIPAL SEWAGE
TREATMENT, WHICH CAN UMIT THE
NUTRIENTS ENTERING A LAKE.
$2
SURPRISINGLY, COST IS ONLY
PER PERSON PER YEAR - WHAT MOST
PEOPLE PAY 10 SEE A MOVIE!
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MINE CAN EVEN BRING IN
E SUNDAY PAPER

BUT COMES THE R.EVOLOTIONJ
WELL HAVE NO PAtZLIAmE T THEREFORE .•
7ANCES...-

NOT aECAuSE WE'RE
CoOP•4& TO HAVE C'S
A
CONGIZ.ESS
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THEY. LEFT

e>REAKFAST,

HENNESSYWRAPPED IN THE
MORNING PAPF.R!!

'YOU DEVOUR THE

-0G Plr- BREAKFAST
-I'LL DEVOUR
THE NEWS-

(IT1

RUNNING SPECIAL
Irish Setter puppies. Call
or 753-9457.

Alimmommimmig.;:

14' V TYPE aluminum
steering wheel controls,
Johnson outboard motor
gallon reserve gas tank,
trailer with winch. Co
1375,00. Phone Lowell '
3810.
MILLIONS OF rugs ha
cleaned with Blue Lus
America's finest. Rent
shampooer 81.00, Big K.

Waterbed
Relax in Luxu
On Display Now
Whoops Boutiq
509 Main
or Call 753-87

THE 1972
DATSUN'S.

The Colonials
us!

USED ZENITH 21 inch
offer. Must sell. Call 7533916.

The small car expert
has something new.

--

11—G RAIZLIANAENT
0
4
THAT', TA.,<.( t--JC:.

MATCHING DIVAN a
excellent condition. Bed
excellent condition. P
7610 before 5:00 or 753-5
5:00p.M.

AIM

•

ancy
SO
WHAT?

MUST SELL 5 rooms
furniture, all in good
Call 753-5249.

alli.

•

I TRAINED MY DOG
TO ERING IN OUR
NEWSPAPER OFF THE
LAWN EVERY DAY

SET OF World Books.
8940.

MAHOGAN
desk, 1631 Farmer Aven
Apt. Call in person after
• P•m•

- AN.

• ..••
.
,,f"%mire

TAKE UP payments on
55 house trailer. 1970 M
437-4437.

,

,22
e•:*

31
•
'.
35 \,
. 36
.."..1-

1963 MERCURY MO
clean, good condition
needs some transm'
Call 437-4530

REGISTERED SAINT
pups, great with
Reasonahle prices. T
miniature Schnauzers.
Ayre Kennels, Buch
seess, phone 901-247-3345

8
'
:A

<„:"`i 26
,.,
30

29

COLORED TV SET,
good condition. Call 7

14

?.4

I920 ...;.•;c;..24- 24

TIFFNEY CRYSTAL
pattern, 8 ice tea g
glasses, 3 sherbert
Phone 753-7260.

TWO PONYS, cart and
Both ponies will ride an
carte Harness almost
large enough for adul
431-4483.

10 --1•

V,...

t .

15

53
57
58
60
62
64

w.y.1
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12

11

Si Mark tett by
woirhd
Is ill
Poem
Compass point
Snake
Note of scale
Near

Brand
Vegetable
Separate
Vegetable
Babylonian
deity
46 Pronoun
48 Strikebreaker

9
338
41
43
44

(PL)

,
nalkiN110

,
/ph Ay eip i,

proDiems may oe created by a
warning on the labels of
phosphate
detergents,
prompting consumers to use
substitutes which have not been
thoroughly tested in the environment.

Crossword Puzzle
Time gone by
Compass point
Swift
Wig
Mistakes
Preposition
Hot desert
wind
18 Near
19 Symbol for
rhodium
21 Face of watch
22 Inside
information
(slang)
?4 Matured
26 Ireland
28 Pronoun
29 Earn
31 Break
suddenly
33 Symbol for
tin
34 Act
36 Heroic event
38 A state (ebb,)
40 Profound
42 Mine
excavation
45 Scottish cap
47 Resorts
49 Portico
50 War god
52 Genus of whales
54 Latin
coniunction
55 Title of
respect (abbr.)
56 Hold
59 Cooled lava
61 Has,
piitaiation
63 Whines
65 Weary
66 Steamship
(abbr )
67 Cover

PIANO, USED, rebif
repairing. Jetton &
Sales & Service, Cu
Mayfield. Evening and
phone 247-8522.

Aeour

schools and other institutions.
- Many alternatives to
phosphate detergents contain
harsh, abrasive materials that
shorten life of garments and
washing machines.
- Serious environmental

1
4
6
11
13
15
16

FOR SA I F

9 rr

$35.00
8' FREDERICK WILLI
table, Call 753-4154 for
information.
SORRY SAL is now a me
She used Blue Lustre
cleaner.
upholstery
electric shampooer 11.
Auto Home of "The
Well."

The Small Car Expert has Two and Four-Door family
Sedans. Five-Door Wagons and Sport Coupes. Pickup
Trucks, too. With such standard equipment as tinted glass,
whitewalls, reclining buckets, safety front disc brakes,
independent rear suspension and overhead cam engines,
depending on the model you choose.
When you stop in for a test drive, we'll give you a free
library of small car information you can't get anywhere
else. Admit it. You''.- ,ot a lot of good reasons to see the
Small Car Expert.
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

COCKATOO PARROT wi
crest. Cage included. Ca
3956.
16' SAIL BOAT,trailer, fl
outboard bracket, navi
lights, main sail and jib.
$2075.00. Phone 753-9556.
FRENCH ANTIQUE
his & her chairs, large
cabinet, baby dressing ta
play pen. Phone 753-9556.

DATSUN

GASP!! rrs
14.APIIPENED!!
THE CRIME
Of THE
CENTURY!!

REGISTERED MALE
one year old. Phone 4362367.

"JISSAN WITH PRIDE
FRO.

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

SMALL GROCERY bu
Sell stock and fixtures
building. Phone 753-9021,
by 1401 Vine.

Open Evenings Till 8:00 *

•

AS '"A°
dryer, $35.00 each. Hospi
$75.00. All excellent co
Phone 436-5400.

So. 12th Street

Phone' 753-7114

E

•

•
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Call
753-1916
E RETARDED
1PAL SEWAGE
:AN UMIT THE
'3 A LAKE.

/KY ABOUT $2
hR -WHAT MOST
A MOVIE!
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

MALE or FEMALE HELP: Will
pay well for your spare time
working at home for us. Anyone
who can read and write can
qualify. Weekly salary. For
details write James Bliss Co.
P.O. Box 324, Dept. K, 697,
Levittown, Pa. 19053
S16C

5 MINUTES FROM MSU ON 641 NORTH. Beautiful shaded
lot. Two Bedrooms, fireplace, garage, orchard. Excellent
condition. Brick veneer. Owner leaving state. Be first to look
at this bargain at only $16,000.80.
1704 MAGNOLIA, BRICK VENEER,LARGE 100 x 150' LOT.
Three large bedrooms, lks baths, lots of closet space, large
family room, 2 car garage, built in range and dishwasher.
Building and ground in excellent condition. Immediate
poss'ssion. Let us show you this very fine property.

CLAUDE L. MILLER
Real Estate
418 Main Street
Home Ph. 753-3059
PHONE 753-5064

WANTED; SOMEONE to
with light housework in
mornings. Must furnish
transportation. Phone 7531836.

help
the
own

Call
753-1916

NOTICE

.4

N-0-T-I -C-E!!

IMPORTANT HAPPENING
soge

GOING SOUTH
3,104,000

t:e

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR
FURTHER DETAILS
•

Sl6C

WOMAN FOR housework, 4 hour
day, 5 days a week. $2.00 per
hour, social security paid. Mnst
be dependable, references, call
753-3030 evening.
S11C
BABY-Sitter needec, starting
November. Own transportation.
Meadow Lane Subdivision.
Mornings. One child. Phone 7538731.
SI1C
WANTED: LADY
to do
housework, one day a week,
preferrably Friday. Phone 7535587.
S13C

JOHN C. NEUBAUER, Associate Broker

ELECTROLUX SALES de Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky.
TFC
APPLICATIONS ARE now being
accepted for a nurse aide
training class to begin soon at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Apply at the nursing
office.
S15C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase.
Lonardo
Piano
Company, across from Post
Office, Paris, Tennessee. SI1C

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
September 18, 10:00 a.m. at the
Leonard Burton Home, located 5
miles East of Hardin and 4 miles
west of Aurora on Hwy. 80, ban
at the Unity crossroads. Watch
next weeks paper for complete
listings. Sale by Knott's Auction
Service, Hardin, Phone 4374666.
SI1C

JOIN THE FUN!
JOIN THE
BAND!
RENT A BAND

DISPUTES CHARGES - Declaring individuals will get
$7 billion in tax relief, Secretary of the Treasury
John Connally disputes
charges that the Nixon economic program discriminates against the poor and
is a bonanza for business.
He is shown testifying before a meeting of the House -1
Ways and Means Commit-,
i
tee in Washington.

NEED MONEY? Sell Knapp OVERWEIGHT?? The only- saf
INSTRUMENT
Shoes.. Part time or full time. No way to lose weight and inch
Phone 753-7531
investment. Send for free selling fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962.
at
S30C
kit. High commissions plus Weight loss guaranteed.
REGISTERED SAINT Bernard_ CREOSOTED POLES for pole
bonus. Write to E. M. Bristow,
pups, great with children. barn construction, utility poles GOOD FRAME HOUSE on 4
Reasonable prices. Terms. Also and boat docks. Murray Lumber acres of land, 6 miles west of SMALL FARM; good location; Knapp Shoes, Brockton, SPINET-CONSOLE Piano. in the Dixieland Center
business or future investment. Massachusetts 02401.
SI1C Wanted responsible party to take'
miniature Schnauzers. Melody Co., Maple Street, Murray, Murray on Hwy. 121. Call Ralph
One mile -East Murray, apover spinet piano. Easy terms.
Morgan,
489-2450.
S16C
Kentucky.
Kennels,
Ayre
Buchanan, Tenn1TC
proximately 10 acres pasture. 'HOME WORKERS
seess, phone 901-247-3345.
WANTED Can be seen locally. Write Credit FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
S15C
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. :part-time,
full-time work at home Manager, P. 0. Box 276, installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
TWELVE WEANING pigs, $9.50 LOVELY STONE house, located
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. mailing our
corner
13th
and
Vine.
Two
stone
each.
circulars. For details Shelbyville,Indiana. 46176. Sl1P
Phone
436-2113.
S14C
MATCHING DIVAN and chair,
NEW YORK (UPI)-News-.
fire-places, three room apart- For appointment call 753rush self-addressed, stamped
excellent condition. Bed frame,
TFC envelope and 35c to US
H di R USED FURNITURE is WE ARE ready now to deliver or breaks designed to dampen
ment in basement, three baths, 4147
AN'fIQUE
HALF
bed
with
Enexcellent condition. Phone 753take your order for six vein public ardor may be forthcomstove, garbage disposal included.
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, open three days a week 10:00 till
7640 before 5:00 or 753-5726 after springs, about 70 years old;
BY OWNER; two bedroom frame Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC 6:00 on Hwy. 121, Concord Road. stoker or four by seven lump ing in the next few months
$26,500.00,
sold
at
once.
if
Phone
5:00p.m.
S11C coffee table, six cane bottom 753-3802.
Lots of nice used furniture and coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice & which would prevent the stock
Sl3P home with all furniture included
chairs. Phone 753-4639.
S14C
market from peaking too soon
Phone 753-7505 after 5:00p.m.
WOMEN FOR full or part time lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676, Coal Service,408 South 4th
USED ZENITH 21 inch TV. Best
Street.
Sept.11C before the November, 1972,
Sl5C
direcshow
work,
home
fashion
to
be
phone
753-4716.
RENT
FOR
S1
1C
FOUR FULL blooded Siamese
offer. Must sell. Call 753presidential election, according
tors for Sarah Coventry. Easy
3916.
SI1P kittens, 6 weeks old. $5.00 each. TWO BEDROOM trailer, 12'x65', LOT, 105'x160' in Sherwood
to Harris, Upham de Co. Such
See at 207 South 11th Street. 1TP Spanish style furnishings, air- Forrest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00 way to make extra money for
Legal
Notice
Notice
Legal
actions would try to keep the
Christmas. Cost nothing to start.
conditioned. University Heights p.m.
MAHOGAN'Y KNEE-HOLE
TFC, If interested call 753-3056 or 767advance orderly and sustainaORDINANCE NUMBER 543, ORDINANCE NUMBER 544,
Mobile Park. Phone 753-9406.S14C
desk, 1631 Farmer Avenue, West.
ble, the firm says.
Sl4C BEING
BARGAIN, TWO lots in 4476.
TAN NAUGHAHYDE sofa-bed,
ORDINANCE BEING
AN
AN
ORDINANCE
Apt. Call in person after 6
Panorama
Shores,
water
front,
new,
$50.00.
hke
Avocado green NEW APARTMENT,wall to wall
CLOSING THE CITY PARK OF ESTABLISHING RULES AND While remaining bullish on
p.m.
S13C
electric range, very good con- carpeting,. Irving rirom," dining $3,000.00 each. Call 436SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR THE CITY OF MURRAY, REGULATIONS FOR THE the market, the firm believes it
2289
Sl4NC needs a mechanic. Please apply KENTUCKY,TO ALL PERSONS OPERATION OF THE MURRAY will take some time for the
RUNNING SPECIAL price on dition, $50.00. Refrigerator (old ) room, bedroom with two large
Dow Jones industrial average
in person.
TFC FOR ANY AND ALL AC- POLICE DEPARTMENT,
Irish Setter puppies. Call 753-1862 but runs good, $15.00. Phone 492- closets and bath. Built-ins in
AUTOS FOR SALE
1TP kitchen. 1303 Chestnut, adjoining
TIVITIES FROM THE HOUR OF
or 753-9457.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE to mount an assault on the 950014C 8264.
University. Phone 753-8648. TFC 1962 DODGE LANCER, white,
11.00 P.M., PREVAILING COMMON COUNCIL OF THE 1000 resistance level. It believes
SERVICES oFFEREn
TIME, UNTIL THE HOUR OF CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- interest rates are headed lower
two door hardtop, 6 cylinder,
14' V TYPE aluminum boat with
7:00 A.M., PREVAILING TIME TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO- and the implications "for the
APARTMENT: standard shift. $225.00. Phone 753steering wheel controls, 18 H.P. SETTER PUPPIES,whelped FURNISHED
WILL BABY-SIT in my home, THE FOLLOWING MORNING; WIT:
bond market would be favoraJohnson outboard motor with 5 July 4, 1971, Dom daughter of Three rooms with complete 6690 before noon or after 6:00
SECTION I: The hereto at- ble and would likely carry, over
S16C girl, 3 to 5 years old. Phone 753- AND FIXING PENALTIES FOR
gallon reserve gas tank, 2 wheel Sam L. Rebel, Sire: son of kitchen and private bath for p.m.
6489.
Sl4C THE VIOLATION HEREOF.
tached rules and regulations into the stock market."
trailer with winch. Complete, Flaming Star. Bold high on both college boys, near the campus.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE governing the conduct of perSl4P
$375.00. Phone Lowell King, 753- ends, papers to register. Can be Phone 753-5921.
seen after 5 o'clock. Call 7531968 _DODGE CORONET R-T, WILL DO trash hauling. COMMON COUNCIL OF THE sonnel of the Murray Police Enough of Presiderit-14ixon's
3810.
Sl2C 3301.
Sl7P'DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2 black outside, White interior, Reasonable rate. Phone 753CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- Department and the Department new economic program should
•• bedroom, central heat and air, MT. Mags,
6130.
TUCKY,
AS FOLLOWS, TO- itself are hereby promulgated survive Congress and help
07C
Sun
Tach.
1969
Also
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
carpet throughout. Ceramic tile Datsun
WIT:
pickup, west coast WOULD
and adopted as the offical rules power a healthy pickup in
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
WANT TO BUY /
LIKE
one
to
child,
keep
bath. Stove furnished. $130.00 per mirrors,
SECTION I: The City Park of governing the conduct of per- business .activity and corporate
heavy bumper. Phone age 3 or 4 my
America's finest. Rent electrichome. Contact
in
month. Phone 753-7850.
TFC 753-6358.
S16P Mrs. David Harrison, 110 North the City of Murray, Kentucky, sonnel of the Murray Police profits- over the next year,
lOgs and
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
S11C -WANT TO BUY;
shall be closed to all persons for Department and the Police according to the Argus Weekly
standing timber. Also have for NICE FURNISHED apartment.4
9th Street.
S15P
Staff Report.
any and all activities at 12:00 Department itself.
sale lumber and sawdust. near campus, reasonable and console, factory mags. original
prevailing time, each day
SECTION II: Said rules_ and
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. with bath. Also sleeping rooms. Goodyears. 20,000 miles. A-I FURNITURE REFINISHING.
shape. Near wholesale price. All work guaranteed. Free pick- hereafter, and shall
remain regulations are hereby/M-2de a The firm believes a const:uc,
Phone 753-4147.
TFC for college boys. Please call, we
Phone
753-1822
753-6342
days
or
to
all
for
closed
persons
any
and part of this orplance by tive posture toward common
up
and delivery. Free estimate.
may have what you .need. Day,
Relax in Luxury
after 6:00.
SI1P Antique or natural finish. Jerry all activities of every kind and reference and *fall have the stocks is still indicated because
WANT TO buy used loom. Con- 753-8365, night 753-2891.
TFC
of this.
McCoy,753-3045
tact Jo Ann Jackson, Rte 6,
On Display Now at
S3OP description until 7:00 a.m., same force ..4(nd effect as if
1965
CHEVELLE
cylinder,
6
ONE
BEDROOM
furnished
'prevailing
following
the
time
apt,
2
herein.
written
Murray.
Sl1P
Whoops Boutique
bedroom unfurnished apt. Call automatic. Extra clean and runs FULLER ENTERPRIEE Mobile morning.
FIRST A recovery is underway on
ON
AD015TED
good.
$400.00. Phone 753-8872 or Home Repair; add on rooms for
WANT TO BUY; male and-or 753-5079.
SECTION II: No person shall READING ON THE 9TH DAY the stock market and will
S11C
become increasingly evident 111
509 Main
753-3321.
Sl1C house trailer and underpenning. enter the City Park of the City of OF SEPTEMBER, 1971.
female bicycle, used. Want to sell
FOR
Beautiful
the
RENT:
months ahead, according to
Valarah
_we
also
or
have
rent
fiberglas
for
sale
18,000
BTU like new air
Murray, Kentucky, and
or Call 753-8709
COMMON COUNCIL,
Lee Apartment, unfurnished, 2 1960 CHEVROLET pickup truck. panels, cabinet top covering, engage therein in any activity of
"Me Selection
and
conditioner. 753-4126.
S14C
CITY OF MURRAY, Ky.
Opinion.
bedrooms, living room, kitchen, Good condition. Phone 753-7605 21+2x5 or 6 feet long. Both any kind, including,- but not
s'N
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air after 6:30p.m.
SI1C fiberglas and cabinet covering limited to, social, religious,
"Autumn typically brings a
WOULD LIKE 1-4) buy a small conditioned.
By Holmes Ellis
Dishwasher,
below price and up. All stock B business and
eational acdrop
leaf
pickup in the tempo of business
dinette
table.
' FREDERICK WILLIS pool
Call after refrigerator, stove, garbage
Mayor,
1967 TRIUMPH Spitfire !Mark II grade. Three new cook stoves, tivities. ,
activity, as vacations end.
table, Call 753-4154 for further 2 p.m. 753-6015.
S13C disposal. Across from Westview
City of Murray, Ky.
convertible, 38,000 miles. Good two gas and one electric. Wide
SECMN III: Any person,
schools reopen, the new cars
information.
SI1C
Nursing Home on South 16th St condition. Phone 753-8756. SI1C selection of campers and toppers fin corporation, partnership or
are unveiled and merchants, as
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Phone 753-4974.
S13C
for sale. Custom work of any ether legal entity violating any ATTEST:
well as their suppliers, prepare
gal.
merry
a
is
now
SORRY SAL
1970 FORD Torino, red con- type. Located on Hwy. 69, 18 provision of this ordinance shall
For
a year end peak in
UNFURNISHED
TWO
WILL
bedroom
Andrus
SELL
Stanford
or
trade; three
She used Blue Lustre rug and
vertible, 429 cu. in motor, four miles North of Paris, and one be deemed guilty of a
consumer spending," the firm
cleaner. Rent new bedroom home on Blood River for apartment at 104 North 10th speed, AM-FM radio, trailer mile South of State Line. Phone misdemeanor and, upon con- Clerk, City of Murray, Ky.
upholstery
snc hitch. Dr. Harvey Elder, 75 (901)782-3156.
1TC adds.
electric shampooer $1. Western equivalent in town. Home has Street. Phone 753-1238.
1TP viction thereof, shall be fined not
dock
-water
front.
Phone 436Auto , Home of "The Wishing
SIIP
Shady Oaks,753-6537.
less than $10.00 or more than
Sl1C 2199.
Well."
S11P CLEAN FURNISHED ground
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back $20.00 for each offense.
floor 3 room apt., bath, garage,
FIRST
ON
air conditioned. Nice for couple. LOVE FOR Sale; 1955 Cadillac, hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- ADOPTED
COCKATOO PARROT with head
READING ON THIS THE 9TH
4, FOR LEASE
5933.
014C
304
steering,
North
4th
St.,
power
air-conditioned,
Mrs.
George
753crest. Cage included. Call
DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1971.
Hart, 753-1602.
S11C power brakes, power seats.1
SI1P
3956.
WILL LEASE store and station.
Excellent condition. $350.00.
COMMON COUNCIL,
Phone 435-5261.
S11P 2 ROOM APARTMENT with Phone 753-5721 after 6:00
CITY OF MURRY, KY.
16' SAIL BOAT, trailer, flotation,
kitchenette and bath. Prefer p.m.
Sl4C
outboard bracket, navigation
couple or college boys. Call 753By Holmes Ellis
lights, main sail and jib. All new.
6676 days, or 753-4716 nights. S1 IC
WANTED TO RENT
Mayor
S13P
$2075.00. Phone 753-9556.
1962 PICK-UP three quarter ton
City of Murray, Ky.
MODERN SEVEN room stone with flat bed, solid sides, or will
FRENCH ANTIQUE matching WANT TO RENT; 3 bedroom house, 1302 Vine. Central heat trade for older model pick-up.
preferably
air and air, dishwasher, garbage
ATTEST:
his di her chairs, large stereo house,
$550.00 See at Sledd's Grocery,
cabinet, baby dressing table and conditioned, but not required, in disposal, stove, drapes, 2 baths, 3 Stella.
Sl1P
Stanford Andrus
S13P Ottober. Contact Major Leonard bedrooms. $190.00 per month.
play pen. Phone 753-9556.
P. Wice, 143 Jenkins Drive, Phone 753-3802.
Clerk, City of Murray, Ky.
513P
Savannah,Ga. 31405.
67 CAMERO 327 4 speed, best
SI3C
1TC
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 2 baths. offer, call 753-6386
S13P
REGISTERED MALE Boxer,
$130.00 phone 753-3465 or 753one year old. Phone 436WANTED TO rent 3 room
1389.
S13C 1967 CUTLASS with
S13( apartment
2367.
power
for an elderly lady.
steering and brakes, airWith electric heat. Phone 7536069
S13C NICE 4 BEDROOM home. Den conditioned, vinyl roof, factory
SMALL GROCERY business.
tape. Phone 753-1446 after 4:00
with fire place, with 2L-2 baths. p.m.
Sell stock and fixtures; rent
514C
&
FOUND
casT
p200. month. Phone 753-3465. Sl3C
building. Phone 753-9021, or Cornet
S1641
Vine.
by 1401
LOST OR STRAYED from 819 TWO BEDROOM duplex, fully
1970 CHEVELLE SS 396 conGLORIOUS SWANSON-Gloria Swanson, superstar of
AUTOMATIC WASHER; gaS Sha-Wa Circle 7 months old carpeted, central heat and air vertible. Red
with white top,
films a generation and More ago, seems in a glorious
dryer. $35.00 each. Hospital bed, Pekingese red and tan male with built in stove. Outlets for power steering
and
brakes.
mood as s'he prepares ip take ever the starrihg role in
$75.00. All excellent condition, puppy. Please call 753-3924 or 753- washer and dryer Located close automatic
transmission, bucket
"Butterflies Are Free" on Brosfeglay in New York.
SI1C to college. Phone 753-9741. S14C
S160 1651.
Phone 436-5400.
seats,
That's the Booth Theatre she's swinging on.

Wall Street
Chatter

27 *#
36

ANTIQUE PLAYER piano,
restored and refinished. Excellent condition. Phone 7534399.
Sl3P

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Leach's Music & TV

1.

,. „" 28

.0
,42
1
SO
:
48 \>;pi49

FOR SALE

LESPEDEZA HAY u the field.
Phone Hurt & Hurt Farms,
TAKE UP payments on one 12 x
55 house trailer. 1970 Model. Call Kirksey, Kentucky, 489-2691. S16C
4374437.
SI1P NEW HEAVY duty cutters with
heavy duty gear box, stump
SET OF World Books. Phone 753- jumper and solid tail wheel. Will
8940.
SI1P cut up to four inch bush. Five foot
pick-up, $325.00. Also four and
MUST SELL 5 rooms of used five foot pull type models. One
furniture, all in good condition. and two row new and used three
Call 753-5249.
Sl1C point cultivators. Vinson Tractor
Company,753-4892.
ITC
TWO PONYS, cart and harness.
Both ponies will ride and work to NEW AND used tractor tires.
cart, Harness almost new. Cart Tractor flats required. Speedy
large enough for adults. Phone service. Vinson Tractor Co.
435-4483.
S11P Phone 753-4892.
1TC

53
57
58
60
62
64

reaker

FOR SAVE
PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning.
repairing. Jetton & Dyer Piano
Sales & Service, Cuba Road,
Mayfield. Evening and Saturday
phone 24741522.
TFC

1963 MERCURY MONTEREY, GAS STOVE,
refrigerator, table,
clean, good condition, except stereo and couch
and chair.
needs some transmission work. Phone 753-4897.
S13C
Call 437-4530.
S11C

Answez to Yesterday's Puzzle

0 00000 CMS
0 00000 GOO
BOOM M0000
00M0 0000
MO 00000000
000 0000 00
0 0M000 000
0000 000MM
MM0000 0000
COMO 0000
IMMO =MOM
0 00000 MOM
M 0000121 MOM
ble
te
Ste
man

Sell It With A Classified Ad

TIFFNEY CRYSTAL in corsage FIVE STRING banjo with case,
pattern, 8 ice tea glasses, 3 juice $60.00. Excellent condition.
glasses, 3 sherbert
S13C
glasses. Phone 753-4710.
Phone 753-7260.
SI1C
SIAMESE KITTENS, 7 weeks
COLORED TV SET, console, old. Ph. 753-1348. If no
answer
good condition. Call 753-8218.S11C call 753-4978.
S13C

ins may ne created by a
ng on the labels of
)hate
detergents,
ting consumers to use
utes which have not been
ghly tested in the enlent.
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PAGE EIGHT

Fiscal Court

Defense Of
Medina To
Start Soon

Coatinued from Page 1i

Sparks To Speak
At Barkley Meet

SATURDAY—SEPTEMBER 11, 1971

One Injured In
Accident Here

Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
of Murray State University, will Collision that occurred Friday
be the banquet speaker at the at 5:20 p.m. on SSouth 12th Street
annual statewide meeting of the An front of Uncle Jeff's, according
Kentucky Association of Student to the report filed by the inFinancial Aid Administrators at vestigating officers of the
Lake Barkley State Resort Park Murray Police Department.
By BOB MILLER
Sept. 29-30.
MCPHERSON, Ga.
FT.
His address at the dinner Injured was Eloise Speer,
Deeds Accepted
UPI)-A military judge deway deeds were ac- Thursday, Sept. 29, will mark the Grand Rapids, Mich., a
of
Right
.
clined Friday to order a
cepted from Geln and Ruth first time a university president passenger in one of the cars. She
directed verdict of acquittal in
and Vanetta and has spoken to the KASFAA was treated for a contusion of the
Sutherland
the My Lai murder court
to convey a membership—made up of right knee and abrasion of the
Bullard
Homer
martial of Capt. Ernest L.
way for land financial aid administrators and forehead at the emergency room
of
right
sufficient
Medina.
a bridge over personnel from all institutions of of the Murray-Calloway County
of
construction
for
The decision opens the way
the County higher education in Kentucky. Hospital, according to hospital
on
Creek
House
Rock
for defense attorneys to begin
Starks Johnny McDougal, director of officials.
Jeff
old
the
from
Road
putting on their case next week.
Pfc. Jesse Redden
financial aid at Murray State and
Cars involved, were a 1970
Pleasant
North
the
to
farm
the
One of the first witnesses
chairman of the fall conference, Volkswagen station wagon driven
Road.
Grove
defense is expected to call is
The Court also accepted deeds said between 55 and 60 college by Roy D.Speer of Grand Papids,
Lt. William L. Calley, one of
property owners on the and university representatives Mich., a 1966 Ford two door
from
Medina's
in
the platoon leaders
hardtop driven by Gerald Jerome
Joshua Tabers road in are expected to attend.
an
Hazel
company the day American
Ellison. 303 South 15th Stree,
a
Palmer,
K.
C.
that
added
He
from
and
area,
Coldwater
the
troops swept through the South
Private First Class Jesse John and Carolyn Bugden and W. representative of the Region IV Murray, and a 1968 Pontiac
1968.
March,
village
Vietnamese
Redden,son of Mr. and Mrs. J.W.
Rob office of the U. S. Department of Tempest driven by Theodore W.
Calley was convicted of Redden of Murray Route Four, is 0. and May Conner on the
Health, Education and Welfare, Mackms of Pulaski, Ill.
Alin°.
of
east
road
Jones
murdering M persons there and now serving with the United
Police said Ellison was making
given will be on the program at the
was
Miller
Judge
County
to
MURRAY HIGH'S BUBBA HUGHES and an unidentified teammate teamed-apt. bring down
reduced
was
his life sentence
States Army in Germany.
a left hand turn onto South 12th Henry County's Curtis Dickey in the third quarter of last night's football coated-bete.
sign meeting.
to
Court
the
by
authority
the
20 years.
in
service
Redden entered the
Palmer will provide in- Street off Uncle Jeff's parking lot
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcbeoo
F. Lee Bailey, Medina's the Calloway County draft call on an agreement with Murray State
and
explain and collided with the Speer car
formation
civilian attorney, had asked the September 9, 1970, and had his University for the off-campus
Street.
12th
South
on
south
procedures for requesting federal going
military judge, Col. Kenneth A. basic training at Fort Campbell. work study. University students
are novo:corking part time in funds for student financial aid for The Speer car then went around
Howard, to direct a verdict of
The Calloway soldier had
the 1972-73 school year, according and collided with the Mackins car
acquittal after the government further training at Fort Bliss, various offices in the Court
to McDougal.
going north on South 12th Stree,
House.
rested its case against Medina. Texas, Fort Gordon, Georgia,
of according to the police report.
representatives
other
Two
August
in
session
court
the
At
Bailey said the government had and Fort Jackson, South
Damage to the Volkswagen
Murray State will play prominent
produced insufficient evidence Carolina, before being sent for contracts were awarded after
roles in the conference. They was on the front part, to the Ford
&
Cole
to
open
were
bids
sealed
against Medina.
his overseas tour of duty.
Phillips and Herbert Cole and are: Donald A. Jones, an on the right side, and to the
By STEVE WRSTEIN
He argued that, from the
Torre followed singled to score first inning. Roger Metzger
Redden attended Calloway
associate professor in the Pontiac on the left side.
UPI Sports Writer
evidence presented, "reasona- County High School and he has Sons in the amount of $915.50 to
Alou and Simmons doubled to opened with a single, Cesar
this
midnight
after
department of management and Shortly
Momentum? Lucky breaks? score Torre.
Geronimo forced him at second
ble men could not find beyond a one sister, Anita, a junior at paint and replace bad materials
in the pillows and ceiling in the general business; and Tommy morning a collision occurred at Magic? Whatever it is, the Los Jerry Koosman and Danny and Geronimo scored on cesar
reasonable doubt" that Medina Calloway High.
Court House, and to Crass Marshall, fiscal officer in the Main and 15th Streets between a Angeles Dodgers have it and Frisella combined on a nine- Cedeno's double.
was guilty of murdering, or
His address is Pfc. Jesse Furniture Company in the student financial aid office.
• 1971 Ford two door owned by H.J.
murder,
to
troops
the San Francisco Giants don't. hitter as the Mets moved into
allowing his
Redden 404-72-7936, Co. C. 93 Sig amount of $997.00 for carpet for a
Carraway and driven by Cynthia
The Giants still hold first third place in the Eastern
102 civilians.
Bn. ATTN. TADS, APO New part of the Circuit Court room in
Bent Carraway of Murray Route place in the National League's
But Maj. William G. EckDivision race. Koosman's victoYork 09175.
two
Chevrolet
1970
a
and
Three,
the court house. The carpet has
nine
Western Division by 3'02 games, ry, his sixth against
hardt, the chief prosecutor,
door Vega owned by O.L. though the way things have
been laid, and the painting and
carefully summarized the testiMeta a half
the
nudged
losses,
keen and friven by Robert
repairs were near completion cal
mony offered by 31 witnesses
been going that may be little game ahead of the Cubs.
Edward Burkeen of Louisville.
Friday.
on the stand and that of two
more than consolation on a Jack Billingham pitched a
i Continued from Page 1
Police said Burkeen, going
South Vietnamese interpreters,
rainy day.
two-hitter 'for the Astros and
The funeral for Elder Roy E.
south on North 15th Street, came
The September term of Circuit
whose testimony was read to for Peron supporters.
With the bases full in the top picked up his third shutout of Tatum will be held Sunday at 2:30
pulled
then
and
Street,
Main
JACKSON
to
0
JAMES
By
Court will open on Monday,
the court after depositions were
of the ninth inning Maury Wills the season in Houston's victory p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
MOSCOW (UPI)—Former So- out colliding with the Can-away rolled a single into short left
taken in Vietnam.
No new student deferments from September13, and the Fiscal
over the Reds.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Court will meet with Circuit viet Premier Nikita S. Khrush- car going west on Main Street. field to drive in West Parker, The only run of the game
Eckhardt said the evidence the draft will be granted.
Elder J. C. Lilly officiating.
the
on
was
Ford
the
to
massive
Damage
a
after
today
Judge James M. Lassiter on that chev died
showed that Medina realized
breaking a 2-2 tie and setting came off Jim McGlothlin in the
Burial will be in the Murray
and to
end,
front
and
side
friends
right
family
attack,
heart
room
court
the
inspect
to
date
10:30
and
a.m.
"between 9:39
off a four-run explosion that
Stsee the Dove season opened,
Memorial Gardens. Friends may
front
right
the
on
Chevrolet
the
77.
was
He
the
said.
before
redecoration
its
since
a.m. he had lost control of his Doves are flocking into our yard.
their fifth
gave the Dodgers !
call at the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Ousted from power on Oct. fender, front end, and broken straight victory, 6-2, over the
court opens.
men" and that he failed to stop
Home after six p.m. tonight
the killing for some time after Two of the city councilmen Claims for general and road 15, 1964 by the current ruling windshield.
t.
m of
y nigh
datto
eribo
San
in thF
onadi-es
zthDitezoo P
(Saturday).
last
was
Khrushchev
apgroup,
were
items
other
and
bills
that.
elected in the May Primary are
Elder Tatum, age 69, died
"He calculatingly chose to do now serving on the City Council proved by the Court Clerk Harris seen in public this summer
the 11th, after a 2:19 rain delay
Wednesday in Detroit, Mich. He
nothing and thus encouraged because of resignations. John Ed read the minutes. Also present when he and his wife Nina
the
after
game
hours
and six
was a former resident of
the killing to continue," Eck- Scott and Budl E. Stalls are were all four magistrates, Jailer voted in Moscow local elections
began, Hank Aaron rocked the
Funeral services for Mrs. Xera Calloway County, and was
outspoken,
and
Portly
Easley,
Sid
Attorney
Huel Jones,
hardt argued.
Giants' hopes with a blast into Robertson, age 93, of 1711 Main minister of the Little Bethel
serving already,
and Road Supervisor Ralph Khrushchev parlayed his politiJudge Howard, after listening
the right field stands, his 40th Street, Murray, are being held Baptist Church at Detroit, Mich.
cal cunning and peasant
to the arguments, ruled against A lady, Mrs. Duke Wilder, Is the McCuiston.
of the year.
this morning at ten o'clock at the Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
shrewdness into supreme lead- 011ie Miller of Dexter Route
Bailey's motion.
new city judge pro-tern. She's a
It was the 10th triumph for chapel of the J. H. Churchill Grace McClard Tatum, son of
died
Soviet
Community,
the
Unior
of
ership
One, Palestine
conclusion," qualified person.
my
is
"It
the Dodgers in their last 12 Funeral Home with Roy Beasley Roy E. Tatum, 'Jr., four grandwithin five years after the this morning at 8:05 at the games. It was the sixth loss in
Howard said, "that there is
and Hollis Miller officiating.
children, and one sister, Mrs.
death of Josef V. Stalin in 1953. Westview Nursing Home. He was a row for the Giants. Two
some substantial evidence as to
Serving as pallbearers are Ruth Gray, all of Detroit, Mich.,
Khrushfriends
death
his
said
Family
and
age
of
years
82
each specific charge. After
teams will meet each other for Jackie Rose, J. H. Walston, Gene and two brothers, Raymond and
chev died this morning in a followed a long illness.
careful consideration, the moa two-game set next Monday Jones, Lemon Nix, Earl Nanney, Ralph Tatum of Paducah.
"Fear of Caring" will be the hospital after he was stricken He was the son of the late Gus and Tuesday, their last encoun- and Stafford Curd. Burial will be
tions to grant a finding of not
subject of the sermon by Dr. at his country dacha by his Miller and Dora Smith Miller of ter this year.
guilty are denied."
in the Hazel Cemetery eith the
Calloway County.
David C. Roos for the 10:45 a.m. third major heart attack.
In the ninth inning the arrangements by the J. H.
Fallen Hero
Survivors are one daughter, Dodgers sent eight men to .the
service on Sunday at the First
Churchill Funeral Home.
Bobby Witherington Is
be
buried in Mrs. Charles t Louise) David of plate and the Padres used four
He will
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will meet Tuesday,September 14, will be from Galatians 5:13-25. Novodevichy Cemetery, Mos- Bridgeport, W. Va.;
pitchers in an effort to halt the at 12,10 p.m. at the Murray- Minister Of Church
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at 7:30 p.m. at the school.
Calloway County Hospital. She
The Murray Fire Department
fallen heroes, Mo.; three sisters, Mrs. Fred
for
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The game in Atlanta was was a member of the Seventh and
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Street, Murray, Mrs. Hayden Francisco took a 5-4 lead in the
the daughter of the late Charles 10:50 a.m. and six p.m. services
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Funeral arrangements are in the 10th.
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Figured we would dri
Paris in a leisurely
yesterday, visit some f
leisurely drive back ho
by way of Paris
Park which is a beauty.
to go by the new '
since we had not seen
This pool would gra
stallation of any kind.
and beautiful. Its
since Labor Day. An
we got in the car to co
hegira, the dern thing
start. The motor merel
in protest and we gr
there for awhile and he
Mr. Garnett, th
Superintendent in a pic
with a bunch of Blue •
He takes us to the lodge
turns us over to Mr. Wa
in turn takes us to the
to get some jumper cab
working for awhile
starts. Apparently the
pooped out or so
Anyway our point is tha
people over there
teremely nice and
every way and we app
We cut our journe
figuring that we had be
for home because we
had better keep the m
ring and not take a c
getting into the same
again.
We walked into the
Oak yesterday. We wer
at the ground to put out
for the birds and forgot
that low limb that sti
Slammed right into it
right smart gash on our f
Didn't bleed too much,
were chagrined at our
Now, read the following
it some thought A read
this in in the morning
I had a dream last night
my son who years ag
member of the NIval
unit, had left for re
the Navy. And, I was p
God to take care of him
him from all harm on
This son is now deceased
awoke and the trut
through, my heart was
and breaking. I arose
o'clock and asked God to
strength for 2,735 days s
son's death, I know he
that is what God means
can and will carry us
every trial if we but
"I know it is your policy
print anything unsigned,
since this is only a
•
God, who can help o
hope you will print it. But,
want any attention or
from anyone". signed A
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There you are man. As yo
Is our policy not to print
letters, but yours was so
special. We wish for you
mind and an understand'
defies logic.

Shriners Plan Spec'
Meeting On Wednes
The Murray-Calloway
Shriners will have a
busintass meeting at the C
on Wednesday, Septern
7:30 p.m.
This will also be a joint
with the members of
Unit. All members are
attend.
The regular dinner mee
Shriners and their wiv
guests will be held Sa
September 18, at 6:30 p.m
Southside Restaurant.
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Kentucky Partly clou
to mostly cloudy eas
scattered showers toda
early tonight becoming
fair late tonight and
Warm days and mild
through Tuesday. Highs
mid-70e to mid-80e. Lows
mainly in the 50s Highs
mostly in the..80s.

